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Response to reviewer comments for the manuscript: Aerosol size distribution 1 
and radiative forcing response to anthropogenically driven historical changes in 2 
biogenic secondary organic aerosol formation by D’Andrea et al. 3 
 4 
We would like to thank the anonymous reviewers for the overall positive and insightful 5 
comments on the manuscript.  The original comments are in italics and the response to 6 
each comment is directly below the comment in bold.  We will submit a revised version of 7 
the manuscript and figures with the changes outlined below. 8 
 9 
Response to review 1: 10 
 11 
This study describes the response of SOA, and related radiative impacts, to millennial 12 
changes in BVOC emissions based on previous work by Acosta Navarro et al., 2014. 13 
The study is straight-forward and the paper is clearly presented. I have only minor 14 
technical comments and suggestions, detailed below. 15 
 16 
1. Abstract, lines 1-12: These lines summarize results from a previous study and 17 
therefore do not belong in the abstract of this study. 18 
 19 
We feel that some of this text is necessary to motivate our work; however, we have 20 
cut out roughly half of this text.  It now reads, “Emissions of biogenic volatile organic 21 
compounds (BVOC) have changed in the past millennium due to changes in land use, 22 
temperature and CO2 concentrations.  Recent reconstructions of BVOC emissions 23 
 predicted that global isoprene emissions have decreased , while monoterpene and 24 
sesquiterpene emissions have increased; however, all three show regional variability 25 
due to competition between the various influencing factors.” 26 
 27 
2. Pg 26299, lines 4-7: For completeness, the authors may wish to mention the important 28 
role that BVOC emissions (esp. isoprene) play as an O3 precursor. 29 
 30 
We have included the following text into section 1 of the manuscript: “BVOCs are 31 
also important precursors for O3 (Chameides et al., 1998) and secondary organic 32 
aerosol (SOA)...“ 33 
 34 
3. Page 26299, lines 21-22: the language “competing factors” and “anthropogenic 35 
factors” is a bit vague. It would be helpful if the authors could outline all the controlling 36 
factors, and perhaps define here which factors are considered as “anthropogenic” and 37 
which are included in this study. For example, the study considers the effect of CO2 38 
fertilization and land use change, but not O3 damage to vegetation, another leading 39 
anthropogenic factor, and this isn’t clear until the methods are presented. 40 
 41 
We have included the following text into section 1 of the manuscript: “...due to 42 
competing factors such as land-use change, increases in CO2 concentrations and 43 
temperature change.  The most dominant cause of BVOC emission changes has been 44 
from anthropogenic factors (e.g. change in land cover and CO2 effects).” 45 
 46 
4. Page 26300, line 29: Jimenez et al., 2009 only report non-refractory measurements 47 
of aerosol (AMS); strictly speaking this is not “total mass”. 48 
 49 
We have changed “total mass” to “submicron particulate mass”. 50 
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 1 
5. General: the paper makes inconsistent use of the oxford comma. See for example 2 
in the same paragraph line 17 vs. lines 25-26. Please harmonize. 3 
 4 
We have gone through the manuscript and harmonized the oxford commas. 5 
 6 
6. Page 26304, line 28: It seems that “approximately constant” would be a fairer 7 
characterization 8 
than “increase overall” for a 1% change. 9 
 10 
We have changed “increase overall” to “increase regionally, however remain 11 
approximately constant globally”. 12 
 13 
7. Page 26306, line 11: missing word “however, we will discuss. . .” 14 
 15 
We have included “we” into the sentence. 16 
 17 
8. Page 26307, line 9: errant reference typo? “(Lamsal et al., 2008)” 18 
 19 
The reference has been included because Lamsal et al. (2008) show that ground-level 20 
NO2 concentrations inferred from the satellite-borne Ozone Monitoring instrument are 21 
an order of magnitude less than concentrations found by Kroll et al. (2006). 22 
 23 
9. Page 26307, lines 7-11: Note that while high absolute concentrations of any species 24 
may call into question the atmospheric relevance of chamber experiments, the NO:HO2 25 
ratio within a chamber is an equally critical parameter for describing the chemical 26 
regime of SOA formation (i.e. fate of peroxy radicals). 27 
 28 
We have included the following text into section 3.1 of the manuscript: “We note that 29 
while high absolute concentrations of any species may call into question the 30 
atmospheric relevance of chamber experiments, the NO:HO2 ratio within a chamber is 31 
an equally critical parameter for describing the chemical regime of SOA formation.” 32 
 33 
10. Page 26307, lines 24-26: It would be useful if the authors could briefly summarize 34 
previous model evaluation of this particular simulation, since no comparison with 35 
observations is presented in this study. 36 
 37 
We have included the following text into section 3.1 of the manuscript: “D’Andrea et 38 
al. (2013) evaluates GEOS-Chem-TOMAS particle number concentrations against 39 
measurements and shows that including the extra SOA yields improved number 40 
predictions for a wide range of particle sizes.” 41 
 42 
11. Page 26309, lines 17-22: What is the source of the properties used in these 43 
calculations (refractive indices, densities, hygroscopicities, etc)? 44 
 45 
We have included the following text into section 3.2 of the manuscript: “The 46 
refractive index for each size section is calculated as the volume-weighted mean 47 
refractive index of the components (given at 500 nm in Table A1 of Bellouin et al., 48 
2011), including water.  Water uptake is tracked explicitly in GEOS-Chem-TOMAS by 49 
using ISSOROPIA (Nenes et al., 1998).  For computational efficiency, the optical 50 
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properties (dimensionless asymmetry parameter, and scattering and absorption 1 
coefficients, in m2 kg-1) are then obtained from look-up tables of all realistic 2 
combinations of refractive index and Mie parameter (particle radius normalized to 3 
wavelength), as described by Bellouin et al. (2013).  These aerosol optical properties 4 
were then included in monthly climatologies when running the offline ES radiative 5 
transfer model.” 6 
 7 
12. Page 26322, lines 10-11: this statement is missing a reference 8 
 9 
We have included the following reference: Heald et al., 2009. 10 
 11 
References: 12 
 13 
Bellouin, N., Rae, J., Jones, A., Johnson, C., Haywood, J. and Boucher, O.: Aerosol forcing 14 
in the Climate Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP5) simulations by HadGEM2-ES and 15 
the role of ammonium nitrate, J. Geophys. Res. Atmospheres, 116(D20), D20206, 16 
doi:10.1029/2011JD016074, 2011. 17 
 18 
Bellouin, N., Mann, G. W., Woodhouse, M. T., Johnson, C., Carslaw, K. S., and Dalvi, M.: 19 
Impact of the modal aerosol scheme GLOMAP-mode on aerosol forcing in the Hadley 20 
Centre Global Environmental Model, Atmos. Chem. Phys., 13, 3027–3044, 21 
doi:10.5194/acp-13-3027-2013, 2013. 22 
 23 
Chameides, W. L., Lindsay, R. W., Richardson, J., and Kiang, C. S: The Role of Biogenic 24 
Hydrocarbons in Urban Photochemical Smog: Atlanta as a Case Study, Science, 241, 25 
1473–1475, 1998. 26 
 27 
Heald, C. L., Wilkinson, M. J., Monson, R. K., Alo, C. A., Wang, G. and Guenther, A.: 28 
Response of isoprene emission to ambient CO2 changes and implications for global 29 
budgets, Glob. Change Biol., 15(5), 1127–1140, doi:10.1111/j.1365-2486.2008.01802.x, 30 
2009. 31 
 32 
Nenes, A., Pandis, S. N. and Pilinis, C.: ISORROPIA: A New Thermodynamic Equilibrium 33 
Model for Multiphase Multicomponent Inorganic Aerosols, Aquat. Geochem., 4(1), 123–152, 34 
doi:10.1023/A:1009604003981, 1998. 35 
 36 
Response to review 2: 37 
 38 
The manuscript presents a model estimate of the aerosol-mediated climate impacts of 39 
millennial scale changes in biogenic volatile organic compound (BVOC) emissions. Overall, 40 
this is timely study that raises several important points (e.g., human impact on natural 41 
emissions, need to define the preindustrial state of the atmosphere robustly). The authors 42 
have performed a relatively comprehensive set of simulations to test the sensitivity of their 43 
results and, for the most part, the results are presented clearly. I was also very pleased to 44 
see that the authors openly discussed their model limitations and acknowledged many of 45 
the remaining scientific uncertainties that can impact their calculations. Therefore, I 46 
recommend the manuscript to be published in ACP after the following comments have been 47 
addressed. 48 
 49 
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My main criticism is that at points the discussion of the numerous simulations is confusing 1 
or even slightly misleading for the reader. Especially: 2 
 3 
a. In section 4.3 the authors use the standard approach to calculate aerosol radiative 4 
effects, i.e. change from the “unperturbed” atmosphere (in this study simulation BE1.AE0) – 5 
this is all fine and makes comparison to other studies straightforward. However, based on 6 
the abstract (lines 16-21), I was for a long time under the impression that the radiative 7 
effects are calculated from the simulation with *present-day* anthropogenic emissions 8 
(which would be a confusing choice), and that the sensitivity simulations discussed directly 9 
underneath are built on this present-day emission scenario. (What adds to the confusion is 10 
that the regional effect >0.5 W/m2 from this scenario (line 21) is never even discussed in 11 
section 3.4.). 12 
 13 
Radiative effects can be calculated between any two simulations to test what the 14 
radiative perturbation would be due some change in modelled emissions, process 15 
etc.  For example, one may be interested in the radiative effect of switching all coal 16 
power plants to nuclear power plants: you’d want a simulation with present-day coal 17 
power plants to be your baseline (not pre-industrial).  Pre-industrial simulations with 18 
little or no anthropogenic emissions are used as a baseline when looking at the 19 
radiative effects of the addition anthropogenic emissions (e.g. in the IPCC radiative 20 
forcings figure), and thus many simulations use pre-industrial as a baseline. 21 
 However, pre-industrial by no means needs to be used as a baseline for radiative 22 
effect calculations. 23 
 24 
In our work, we wanted to determine what the radiative effects were of changing 25 
biogenic emissions.  In reality, the biogenic emissions changed at the same time 26 
anthropogenic emissions changed over the past 1000 years; however, we want to 27 
isolate the biogenic radiative effects from the anthropogenic effects (i.e. a partial 28 
derivative of radiative forcing to biogenic emissions changes).  Because the 29 
presence of anthropogenic emissions would change the effect of changing biogenic 30 
emissions, throughout the paper we calculate the radiative effects of biogenic 31 
emissions changes with both anthropogenic emissions on and off. 32 
 33 
That said, we were inconsistent in what we wrote in the abstract versus in section 34 
3.4, so we have modified the abstract to be consistent with the discussion in 3.4. 35 
 Thanks for pointing this out. 36 
 37 
Overall, I am not convinced that the simulations with present-day anthropogenic emissions 38 
(which most of the sensitivity runs are) are very useful for the radiative effect calculations. 39 
Basically these simulations tell what the radiative effect have would be if the anthropogenic 40 
emissions had been at present-day level already in year 1000 – this is not a very realistic 41 
scenario. I therefore recommend that for the radiative effect calculations only the 42 
anthropogenic off simulations (AE0) should be presented. This will still allow discussion of 43 
the impact of BVOC emission and SOA yield uncertainty. 44 
 45 
Yes, they are unrealistic.  But changing the biogenic emissions while leaving 46 
anthropogenic emissions off is equally unrealistic as neither actually happened. 47 
 Both the biogenic emissions and anthropogenic emissions have evolved over the 48 
past millenium.  We calculate the partial derivatives to biogenic emissions changes 49 
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both with anthropogenic emissions on and off, and we necessarily needed to choose 1 
one to be the main focus in different sections. Fortunately, as is shown in Tables 2 2 
and 3 and Figure 10, the response is qualitatively similar when anthropogenic 3 
emissions are on or off.  We have added text in section 3.1 when we describe the 4 
simulations: “Thus, we estimate the effects of changing biogenic emissions in sets 5 
of simulations where the anthropogenic emissions are either on or off.  While neither 6 
of these comparisons is realistic (anthropogenic emissions changed as the biogenic 7 
emissions were changing), it allows us to bound the impact of anthropogenic 8 
emissions on the partial derivative with respect to changing biogenic emissions.” 9 
 10 

b. Furthermore, I do not agree that comparing simulations with and without presentday 11 
anthropogenic emissions (AE2 and AE0) would account for uncertainties in anthropogenic 12 
emissions (e.g., p. 26325, lines 4-5). AE0 for year 1000 is likely to be a fairly good 13 
assumption; however, for the present-day anthropogenic emissions there are large 14 
uncertainties that are not accounted for in this study.  15 
 16 
What we meant to say is that the effects of changing biogenic emissions are different 17 
depending on whether anthropogenic emissions are on or not.  We have reworded 18 
the text to say, “Additionally, the magnitude of the forcing of the biogenic changes 19 
differs whether anthropogenic emissions are on or off.” 20 
 21 
On the other hand, if the present-day anthropogenic simulations are used to investigate 22 
what the presentday aerosol would be like had there not been changes in BVOC emissions, 23 
a more relevant question would be what would the aerosol look like if there had been no 24 
land use changes (since temperature and CO2 changes did happen and are tightly tied to 25 
changes in anthropogenic emissions). However, there are no simulations available to 26 
answer this question. 27 
I am therefore not convinced of the true value of the BE1.AE2 vs. BE2.AE2 simulations in 28 
the first place. At the very least, they should not be presented as the “baseline” against 29 
which other simulations are compared (abstract and section 4.2, perhaps also section 4.1 30 
although there it is not stated what MEGAN runs are discussed!!!). A good candidate for the 31 
“baseline” would be BE1.AE0 vs. BE2.AE0, since this is also used in the radiative effect 32 
calculations and it would make MEGAN and LPJ-Guess runs directly comparable. This 33 
choice of a baseline could then be compared to BE1.AE0 vs. BE2.AE2 runs to estimate the 34 
relative impact of BVOC and anthropogenic changes. (The only potential issue would then 35 
be the XSOA runs, which are made with anthropogenic emissions, but I’m sure the authors 36 
can figure out a way to weave also these runs into the text so that they do not create 37 
confusion). 38 
 39 
While we disagree that the AE0 simulations are a better baseline (AE0 and AE2 are 40 
both equally limited), the simulations with anthropogenic emissions off are more 41 
direct comparisons with the LPJ-GUESS simulations.  Therefore, the abstract has 42 
been changed to reflect this. 43 
 44 
Minor comments: 45 
1) p 26300, l. 2: “by absorption, scattering and reflection” – isn’t reflection a subcategory 46 
of scattering (alongside with refraction and diffraction)? 47 
 48 
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We have removed “reflection” from the sentence. 1 
 2 
2) p 26300, l. 15: “two dominant sources” – what other sources are there beside 3 
nucleation and primary emissions? 4 
 5 
We have removed “dominant” from the sentence. 6 
 7 
3) p 26300, l. 18: why ∼80 nm? can vary greatly between different environments. 8 
 9 
We have updated the manuscript to include a range of sizes (30-100 nm). 10 
 11 
4) p. 26301, l. 29-> “because of the large uncertainties in these enhancements” – 12 
are the uncertainties any larger than in many of the other factors that you do take into 13 
account? It’s fine for the scope of this study that anthropogenic effect on yields is not 14 
accounted for, but Iäm not convinced the uncertainties are the reason why they are left 15 
out. 16 
 17 
It is still unclear what the magnitude of the uncertainties in the effect of changing 18 
anthropogenic pollution are on biogenic SOA yields.  It is also unclear how to 19 
represent these anthropogenic uncertainties in the model, therefore these effects 20 
have not been explicitly investigated. 21 
 22 
5) section 2: Why are decadal means used for MEGAN and annual means for LPJGuess? 23 
It is later stated that the BVOC emissions are sensitive to meteorological 24 
conditions; if this is true, using only annual avarages could severely bias the LPJ-Guess 25 
results at least in some of the regions and make comparison to MEGAN difficult. 26 
 27 
This is a good point.  However, for LPJ-Guess we only received emissions for year-28 
1000, year-2000, and the mean over the full time period.  We have added the following 29 
sentence to Section 2, “Because our LPJ-GUESS emissions are from one single year 30 
at 1000 and 2000, these data may be susceptible to some regional biases due to not 31 
capturing interannual variability.” 32 
 33 
6) p. 26302, end: I would argue that Acosta Navarro et al. 2014 shows very different 34 
(not somewhat different) magnitude of emissions from the two models 35 
 36 
We have removed the following text from the manuscript “The two different models 37 
show similar trends but somewhat different magnitude of the emissions (see Figures 38 
4 and 5 in Acosta Navarro et al. (2014))” 39 
 40 
7) p. 26304, l 28: “predicted sesquiterpene emissions — predicted” – delete first ‘predicted’ 41 
 42 
We have removed the first “predicted” from the sentence. 43 
 44 
8) p. 26308: here AE2 simulations are outlined as the baseline runs; see major comment 45 
b) on why I don’t think it is the best choice. 46 
 47 
See above comment. 48 
 49 
9) section 3.2: The large land-use changes discussed in the study mean that the surface 50 
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albedo has not been constant between years 1000 and 2000. The same goes 1 
possibly also for cloud albedo due to regional climate changes. The authors should 2 
discuss the implication of these effects to their radiative effect calculations. 3 
 4 
We have added the following text to section 3.2 of the manuscript: “Note that the 5 
land-use changes that lead to the changes in BVOC emissions explored in this paper 6 
may also lead to surface albedo and/or cloud changes.  The would impact the Earth's 7 
radiative budget independently of the BVOC changes; however, we do not explore 8 
these changes in this paper.” 9 
 10 
10) The description of the AIE calculation should be somewhat elaborated so that 11 
there is no need for the reader to refer to Scott et al. (2014). Where are the ES model 12 
unperturbed effective radii from? It seems that they are fixed (to what value?) – how 13 
realistic is this assumption? How realistic is the globally uniform updraft velocity? At 14 
what altitude are CDNC calculated (throughout the clouds indicated by ISCCP?)? How 15 
will these simplifications impact the calculated radiative effects? 16 
 17 
We have added/editted the following text in the third and fourth paragraphs of 18 
section 3.2 of the manuscript: “The cloud-albedo AIE is calculated by perturbing the 19 
effective radii of cloud droplets in the ES radiative transfer model.  A control cloud 20 
droplet effective radius (re1) of 10 µm is assumed uniformly, to maintain consistency 21 
with the ISCCP derivation of liquid water path, and for each experiment a perturbed 22 
field of effective radii (re2) for low- and mid-level (below 600 hPa) water clouds are 23 
calculated as in Eq. (1) using the control (CDNC1) and perturbed (CDNC2) fields of 24 
cloud droplet number concentration for each month.   25 
 26 

re2 = re1 x [CDNC1 / CDNC2] ⅓   (1) 27 
 28 

We calculate monthly mean CDNC using the aerosol size distributions 29 
predicted by GEOS-Chem-TOMAS and a mechanistic parameterization of cloud drop 30 
formation from Nenes and Seinfeld (2003), for a globally uniform updraft velocity of 31 
0.2 m s-1. The assumption of a globally uniform updraft velocity is in itself a 32 
simplification and the AIE we calculate will be sensitive to the value used.  Spracklen 33 
et al. (2011) and Pierce et al. (2013) found that assuming a base value of 0.2 m s-1 gave 34 
an AIE close to the mean AIE obtained when the globally uniform updraft velocity 35 
was varied between 0.1 and 0.5 m s-1.  The cloud-albedo AIE is then calculated by 36 
comparing the perturbed (using re2) net radiative fluxes at the top of the atmosphere, 37 
to a control simulation (using re1).” 38 
 39 
11) Section 4.1: Indicate which MEGAN runs are discussed here. It would also be 40 
interesting 41 
to see some global mean values in addition to the regional values. Discussion 42 
of the LPJ-Guess results are quite vague; consider adding the same three panels for 43 
LPJ in Figure 2. 44 
 45 
We now specify that it is for the MEGAN simulations with baseline SOA yields. 46 
 Section 4.1 of the manuscript has been edited to include the global mean values as 47 
well as the SOA formation from the LPJ-GUESS BVOC emissions.  Also, Figure 2 has 48 
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been updated to include the same 3 panels of SOA formation for the LPJ-GUESS 1 
BVOC emissions. 2 
 3 
12) P. 26310, l. 22: what does “meaningful” mean in this context?; l. 25: “of this 4 
magnitude” – what magnitude? 5 
 6 
We have included the following text in the manuscript: “Decreases/increases in SOA 7 
formation exceeding 50% would significantly…”.   8 
 9 
13) P. 26312, second half of the page: there is “firstly” and “thirdly”, but no second 10 
point. 11 
 12 
We have replaced “thirdly” with “secondly”. 13 
 14 
14) p. 26313, l. 17: “such that there are more particles in the BE2.AE2.meg simulation” 15 
– more particles where? 16 
 17 
We have included the following text in the manuscript: “southern mid-latitudes in 18 
oceanic and deforested regions particularly.” 19 
 20 
15) p. 26313, bottom: “contrary to the previous case, with anthropogenic emissions 21 
turned off, —“ – the punctuation creates some confusion; does the “with anthropogenic 22 
emissions turned off refer to the “previous case” or to what follows? I assume the latter. 23 
 24 
We have updated the manuscript for clarity: “However, contrary to the previous case, 25 
with anthropogenic emissions turned off globally averaged N40 also increased.” 26 
 27 
16) Section 4.2: I found this section heavy to read (large number of simulations, very 28 
long paragraphs). Consider restructuring the text into more digestible units by using 29 
shorter pragraphs, or even adding subsections for each of the sensitivity aspects. 30 
 31 
We have updated the manuscript by breaking up some of the longer paragraphs into 32 
more manageable lengths. 33 
 34 
17) p. 26318, l. 5: “This shows that anthropogenic land-use changes over the past 35 
millennium have decreased the number of CCN sized particles globally —“ – this is 36 
quite a strong statement (e.g. “indicates” would be better than “shows”) but possibly 37 
also inexact: 1) It is more likely that global CCN number has increased (due to 38 
anthropogenic 39 
activities); 2) The impact of land-use on CCN number is also uncertain, since 40 
land use changes have led to increased amine emissions (animal husbandry) which 41 
may have changed atmospheric nucleation as a CCN source in a complicated way. 42 
 43 
We have updated the manuscript to the following: “This indicates that anthropogenic 44 
land-use changes over the past millennium have decreased the number of CCN sized 45 
particles globally through changes in BVOC emissions, with regional changes...” 46 
 47 
18) Figure 10 and Table 2 give overlapping information. Consider whether the information 48 
could be presented in one or the other. 49 
 50 
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We acknowledge the overlapping of the information; however, we feel that presenting 1 
the information through tabulating numbers as well as visually in a figure are both 2 
necessary in order to thoroughly present the information to the reader. 3 
 4 
19) p. 25319, 1st paragraph (and throughout manuscript): you don’t simulate temperature 5 
change, so you cannot say “regions of cooling” or “band of warming” (“cooling/warming 6 
effect” is in my opinion ok). Whether a region would in reality experience 7 
warming or cooling depends also on several other climate forcers as well as changes 8 
in atmospheric and ocean circulation. 9 
 10 
We have updated the manuscript to address this issue. 11 
 12 
20) p. 26320, l. 18-20: Please elaborate how the combined aerosol radiative effect is 13 
calculated. It is not clear to me what “calculated simultaneously” means. 14 
 15 
We have added the following text to section 3.2 of the manuscript: “The DRE and 16 
cloud-albedo AIE are approximately additive, but to give a combined aerosol 17 
radiative effect, one must account for spatial overlap; therefore, a combined aerosol 18 
radiative effect is calculated by perturbing the cloud droplet effective radii and 19 
aerosol climatologies at the same time in the ES radiative transfer model, and 20 
comparing the net radiative fluxes to a control simulation in which neither is 21 
perturbed.” 22 
 23 
21) p. 26322, l. 3-5: “on the order of 1 W/m2” – based on Figure 11, it is on the order 24 
of 0.5 W/m2, which is significantly less. 25 
 26 
We have updated the manuscript to 0.5 W m-2. 27 
 28 
22) Section 4.3: You should also mention the radiative effect from anthropogenic emission 29 
changes (AE0 versus AE2) for comparison. 30 
 31 
We have added the following two sentences to Section 4.3: “While this global-mean 32 
DRE from biogenic emissions changes is smaller in magnitude than estimated 33 
anthropogenic direct radiative forcings (e.g. estimates of -0.85 to +0.15 W m-2 in the 34 
most recent IPCC report (Boucher et al., 2013)), the DRE from biogenic emissions 35 
changes may be much larger, regionally.” and “Similar to DRE above, the global-36 
mean AIE from biogenic emissions changes is smaller than estimated aerosol 37 
indirect forcings from anthropogenic aerosols (e.g. -0.3 to -1.8 W m-2 in IPCC AR4 38 
(Forster et al., 2007)), but again the regional AIE from biogenic emissions changes 39 
can be significantly larger than the mean.”. 40 
 41 
23) Section 4.4.: The general discussion on the model limitations is very good. However, 42 
I would like to see also some discussion on how the mentioned uncertainty sources are 43 
likely to affect the study’s conclusions. 44 
 45 
We have updated the manuscript to include the following statement in section 4.4: 46 
“We expect the general spatial patterns to be robust, not necessarily the 47 
magnitudes.” 48 
 49 
24) Section 4.4., last paragraph is identical with the last paragraph of section 4.3. 50 
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 1 
We apologize for the duplication of text and have removed the paragraph from 2 
section 4.4. 3 
 4 
25) p. 26325, l. 20: “with any certainty” is again quite a strong statement; consider 5 
reformulating. 6 
 7 
We have updated the manuscript to the following: “...climate through SLCFs can be 8 
accurately determined.” 9 
 10 
26) Table 1: Explain abbreviations BE1, AE2, etc. also in the figure caption 11 
 12 
We have included the following sentence to the figure caption for Table 1: “In the 13 
simulation naming scheme, “BE” refers to biogenic emissions, “1” refers to year 14 
1000, “2” refers to year 2000, “O” refers to off, “meg” refers to MEGAN BVOC 15 
emissions, “LPJ” refers to LPJ-GUESS BVOC emissions, “up” refers to upper bound 16 
SOA yields, and “XSOA” refers to the inclusion of the additional 100 Tg (SOA) yr-1.” 17 
 18 
References: 19 
 20 
Boucher, O., D. Randall, P. Artaxo, C. Bretherton, G. Feingold, P. Forster, V.-M. Kerminen, 21 
Y. Kondo, H. Liao, U. Lohmann, P. Rasch, S.K. Satheesh, S. Sherwood, B. Stevens, X. Y. 22 
Z.: Clouds and Aerosols, in Climate Change 2013: The Physical Science Basis. 23 
Contribution of Working Group I to the Fifth Assessment Report of the Intergovernmental 24 
Panel on Climate Change, edited by J. B. Stocker, T.F., D. Qin, G.-K. Plattner, M. Tignor, 25 
S.K. Allen and P. M. M. A. Nauels, Y. Xia, V. Bex, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 26 
United Kingdom and New York, NY, USA., 2013. 27 
 28 
Forster, P., Ramaswamy, V., Artaxo, P., Berntsen, T., Betts, R., Fahey, D. W., Haywood, J., 29 
Lean, J., Lowe, D. C., Myhre, G., Nganga, J., Prinn, R., Raga, G., Schulz, M. and Dorland, 30 
R. V: Changes in atmospheric constituents and in radiative forcing, in Climate change 2007: 31 
the physical science basis. contribution of working group I to the fourth assessment report 32 
of the intergovernmental panel on climate change, edited by S. Solomon, D. Qin, M. 33 
Manning, Z. Chen, M. Marquis, K. B. Averyt, M. Tignor, and H. L. Miller, pp. 129–234, 34 
Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, United Kingdom and New York, NY, USA., 2007. 35 

36 
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Abstract 17 

Emissions of biogenic volatile organic compounds (BVOC) have changed in the past 18 

millennium due to changes in land use, temperature and CO2 concentrations. Recent 19 

reconstructions of BVOC emissions predicted that global isoprene emissions have decreased, 20 

while monoterpene and sesquiterpene emissions have increased; however, all three show 21 

regional variability due to competition between the various influencing factors. 22 

In this work, we use two modeled estimates of BVOC emissions from the years 1000 to 23 

2000 to test the effect of anthropogenic changes to BVOC emissions on SOA formation, global 24 

aerosol size distributions, and radiative effects using the GEOS-Chem-TOMAS global aerosol 25 

microphysics model. With anthropogenic emissions (e.g. SO2, NOx, primary aerosols) turned off 26 

and BVOC emissions changed from year 1000 to year 2000 values, decreases in the number 27 

concentration of particles of size Dp > 80 nm (N80) of >25% in year 2000 relative to year 1000 28 

were predicted in regions with extensive land-use changes since year 1000 which led to 29 

regional increases in the combined aerosol radiative effect (direct and indirect) of >0.5 W m-2 in 30 

these regions.   We test the sensitivity of our results to BVOC emissions inventory, SOA yields 31 

and the presence of anthropogenic emissions; however, the qualitative response of the model to 32 
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historic BVOC changes remains the same in all cases.  Accounting for these uncertainties, we 1 

estimate millennial changes in BVOC emissions cause a global mean direct effect of between 2 

+0.022 and +0.163 W m-2 and the global mean cloud-albedo aerosol indirect effect of between -3 

0.008 and -0.056 W m-2. This change in aerosols, and the associated radiative forcing, could be 4 

a largely overlooked and important anthropogenic aerosol effect on regional climates.    5 

 6 

1  Introduction 7 

Biogenic volatile organic compounds (BVOCs) play an important role in tropospheric chemistry 8 

and pollution by reacting with the hydroxyl radical (OH), nitrate radical (NO3), and ozone (O3) 9 

(Chung et al., 2002).  BVOCs are also important precursors for O3 (Chameides et al., 1998) and 10 

secondary organic aerosol (SOA) formation (Kanakidou et al., 2005).  Recent studies on 11 

historical emissions of BVOCs have shown that BVOC emissions have been affected by 12 

anthropogenic influences over the past millennium (Kaplan et al., 2011; Tanaka et al., 2012; 13 

Pacifico et al., 2012; Unger, 2013; Acosta Navarro et al., 2014).  Changes in land use, 14 

temperature, and carbon dioxide (CO2) concentrations have all had significant impacts on the 15 

emissions of BVOCs.   16 

Acosta Navarro et al. (2014) predicted that globally averaged isoprene emissions have 17 

decreased over the past millennium mainly due to land-use changes, which involved the 18 

conversion of high isoprene-emitting natural shrubs and broadleaf trees to low emitting crop and 19 

grazing land.  They also predicted that globally averaged monoterpene and sesquiterpene 20 

emissions have increased over the past millennium due mainly to global increases in 21 

temperature (the monoterpene- and sesquiterpene-emitting vegetation has not decreased from 22 

land-use changes to the same degree as the isoprene-emitting vegetation).  However, all three 23 

BVOC classes show both increases and decreases in various regions due to competing factors 24 

such as land-use change, increases in CO2 concentrations and temperature change.  The most 25 

dominant cause of BVOC emission changes has been from anthropogenic factors (e.g. change 26 

in land cover and CO2 effects), where land-use change has had the most dramatic impact by 27 

decreasing the isoprene emissions.  These changes in BVOC emissions can have important 28 

implications on the formation rate of low-volatility SOA, which is essential for particle growth to 29 

sizes large enough to affect climate (Riipinen et al., 2011, 2012; Paasonen et al., 2013; Liao et 30 

al., 2014). 31 

The Earth’s radiation balance is directly affected by aerosol particles by absorption and 32 

scattering of solar radiation (Rosenfeld et al., 2008; Clement et al., 2009) as well as indirectly 33 

affected by aerosols by alteration of cloud properties and lifetimes (Charlson et al., 1992).  The 34 
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uncertainty associated with aerosol radiative forcing, particularly the aerosol indirect effect, is a 1 

large source of uncertainty in global climate models (Solomon et al., 2007). Recent studies 2 

suggest that this uncertainty is largely due to incomplete knowledge on different natural 3 

contributions to atmospheric aerosol loadings (Carslaw et al., 2013).  The influence of aerosols 4 

on cloud droplet number concentration (CDNC) is driven by the number concentration of cloud 5 

condensation nuclei (CCN), or the particles on which cloud droplets form.  The number 6 

concentration of CCN is highly dependent on the aerosol size distribution (Dusek et al., 2006; 7 

McFiggans et al., 2006; Petters and Kreidenweis, 2007; Pierce and Adams, 2007), therefore the 8 

size-dependent number of all sizes of particles must be accurately represented to simulate CCN 9 

number concentrations correctly.  10 

 The two sources of aerosol number to the atmosphere are by primary emissions (Putaud 11 

et al., 2004; Stanier et al., 2004) and by the formation of new particles (diameter ~1 nm) via 12 

nucleation (Kulmala et al., 2004).  In order for freshly nucleated particles or emitted 13 

nanoparticles with diameters less than CCN sizes (30-100 nm) to influence atmospheric CCN 14 

number concentrations, they must undergo condensational growth (Pierce and Adams, 2007; 15 

Vehkamäki and Riipinen, 2012).  However, the survival probability of nanoparticles depends on 16 

the competition between condensational growth and coagulational scavenging with pre-existing 17 

aerosol (Kerminen and Kulmala, 2002; Pierce and Adams, 2007; Kuang et al., 2009; Westervelt 18 

et al., 2013).   19 

         The growth of particles to CCN sizes due to condensation of sulfuric acid is well known 20 

(Sipilä et al., 2010); however, the condensation of low-volatility organic aerosols (OA) have also 21 

recently been shown to play a substantial role in particle growth (Kerminen et al., 2012; Riipinen 22 

et al., 2011, 2012; Carslaw et al., 2010; Makkonen et al., 2012).  Measurements of the 23 

submicron particle composition throughout the continental boundary layer show that 20 – 90% 24 

of the submicron particulate mass is OA (Jimenez et al., 2009).  OA enters the atmosphere 25 

through biogenic emissions as well as by anthropogenic emission sources such as vehicles or 26 

residential heating (Hallquist et al., 2009).  Volatile organic compounds (VOCs), biogenic volatile 27 

organic compounds (BVOCs), and intermediate volatility organic compounds have been shown 28 

to be precursors for SOA (Donahue et al., 2011; Hallquist et al., 2009).  SOA formation occurs 29 

when gas phase, particle-phase, and cloud-phase chemical processes involving VOCs form 30 

products with low enough volatility to remain in the condensed phase (Hallquist et al., 2009; Lim 31 

et al., 2010).  Additionally, in regions where there is mixing of anthropogenic and biogenic 32 

species, anthropogenic species may enhance SOA formation from BVOCs (Carleton et al., 33 

2010; Spracklen et al., 2011a, de Gouw et al., 2005).  Regardless of the formation mechanism, 34 
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adding SOA mass to pre-existing aerosol causes a net condensational flux to the aerosol 1 

phase.  This increased condensational flux can enhance the growth of ultrafine aerosols to 2 

climate-relevant sizes (Pierce et al., 2011; Riipinen et al., 2011, D’Andrea et al., 2013).  3 

Therefore, BVOC emissions have a significant impact on SOA formation, CCN number 4 

concentrations, and ultimately climate. 5 

         In this paper, we test the influence of anthropogenic changes in BVOC emissions on 6 

SOA formation, global aerosol size distributions, and CCN by using these modeled estimates of 7 

the dominant BVOC classes’ emissions from the years 1000 to 2000.  The year 1000 was 8 

chosen (as opposed to the years 1750 or 1800) to not only capture pre-industrial conditions, but 9 

also account for changes in isoprene emissions prior to 1750 through human-induced land-use 10 

changes.  Furthermore, we quantify the net radiative forcing associated with these 11 

anthropogenic BVOC changes.  Previous studies have investigated the impacts of land-use 12 

change on aerosols and radiative forcing (Heald et al., 2008; Wu et al., 2012; Ward et al., 2014), 13 

however this study focuses uniquely on the combination of historical perspective, 14 

comprehensive consideration of different BVOC species, and detailed aerosol microphysics 15 

(thus focusing on the aerosol number concentrations and size distributions).  We do not take 16 

into account the potential effects of changing anthropogenic pollution on the yields of biogenic 17 

SOA from BVOCs because of the large uncertainties in these enhancements, but we discuss 18 

the implications of these changes.  In the following section, we summarize the global millennial 19 

changes in biogenic emissions from Acosta Navarro et al. (2014).  Section 3 describes the 20 

model used in this study and the methods used for formation of SOA from the biogenic 21 

terpenoid emissions.  Section 4 describes the results, highlighting the global changes in particle 22 

size distributions due to the millennial changes in BVOC emissions and the climatic implications 23 

associated with these changes.  24 

  25 
 26 
2  Overview of predicted BVOC emissions changes 27 

Acosta Navarro et al. (2014) used the Model of Emissions and Gases and Aerosols from Nature 28 

(MEGAN) (Guenther et al., 2006) and the Lund-Potsdam-Jena General Ecosystem Generator 29 

(LPJ-GUESS) (Smith et al., 2001; Sitch et al., 2003) to reconstruct BVOC emissions from the 30 

year 1000 to the year 2000.  This is described in detail by Acosta Navarro et al. (2014), but will 31 

be summarized here.  For this study, we refer to the decadal-averaged BVOC emissions using 32 

MEGAN from 1000-1010 and from 1980-1990 as years 1000 and 2000, respectively, for 33 

simplicity.  We refer to the annual-averaged BVOC emissions using LPJ-GUESS from years 34 
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1000 and 2000 as years 1000 and 2000, respectively.  Because our LPJ-GUESS emissions are 1 

from one single year at 1000 and 2000, these data may be susceptible to some regional biases 2 

due to not capturing interannual variability. 3 

The MEGAN reconstruction includes all three BVOC classes, whereas the LPJ-GUESS 4 

reconstruction includes only isoprene and monoterpenes.  MEGAN and LPJ-GUESS were run 5 

in a series of simulations testing sensitivities to variables (such as plant functional type, leaf 6 

area index, soil water content, annual CO2 concentrations, land-use cover, and anthropogenic 7 

vegetation types such as crops and pastures), and millennial terpenoid BVOC emission 8 

inventories were created (Acosta Navarro et al., 2014). The main driving factors behind the 9 

changes are not always the same (for details see Acosta Navarro et al. (2014)). 10 

         The terpenoid BVOC emissions in Acosta Navarro et al. (2014) are sensitive to 11 

variations in meteorological conditions and land-use changes, but are also sensitive to the 12 

empirical standard emission factors used in the developing of the inventory.  Plant emission 13 

factors of the three BVOCs were averaged over wide plant families in order to make the model 14 

computationally feasible.  Therefore, the changes in isoprene, monoterpenes and 15 

sesquiterpenes in the reconstruction are indicators of the response of the three BVOCs to 16 

external stresses and land-use change, rather than exact emission estimates.  Also, changing 17 

the resolution of the emissions inventory from the original resolution to a coarser resolution may 18 

inherently have uncertainties. 19 

Isoprene has the highest predicted emission rates of the BVOCs investigated in this 20 

study with emissions averaged over the time period 1000-1990 greater than 50 mg m-2 day-1 21 

using MEGAN and greater than 30 mg m-2 day-1 averaged over the period 1000-2000 using 22 

LPJ-GUESS over tropical rainforests (Acosta Navarro et al., 2014).  These emissions are 23 

roughly a factor of 100 lower over mid-latitude forests.  Isoprene emissions are dominant in 24 

tropical and sub-tropical regions but much lower in boreal regions.  Predicted absolute changes 25 

in the spatial distribution of mean isoprene emissions from 1000 to 2000 using MEGAN and 26 

LPJ-GUESS are shown in Figure 1a and 1b respectively.  Globally averaged, predicted 27 

isoprene emissions over this period decrease by 21% in MEGAN and 23% in LPJ-GUESS, and 28 

these decreases are due predominantly to cropland expansion and CO2 concentration effects 29 

(Acosta Navarro et al., 2014).  The changes in land-use due to natural high isoprene-emitting 30 

broadleaf trees and shrubs being converted to low isoprene emitting crops and grasses, such as 31 

in plantations and pastures, have directly decreased isoprene emissions regionally in both 32 

reconstructions.  The tropical and sub-tropical regions with high isoprene emissions are the 33 

regions with the largest absolute changes in emission over this time period.  There is some 34 
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evidence for decreases in isoprene emissions with increasing CO2 concentrations, although the 1 

related mechanisms are not well understood (Peñuelas et al., 2010).  The effects are included in 2 

MEGAN and LPJ-GUESS, so both of the models applied by Acosta Navarro et al. (2014) 3 

suggest that increasing CO2 concentrations in the present-day atmosphere also contribute to 4 

the decrease in isoprene emissions.  However, isoprene emissions in some regions where the 5 

natural vegetation has remained unaltered or increased over the past millennium have 6 

increased by greater than 50% in both reconstructions due to the increase in surface air 7 

temperature (Acosta Navarro et al., 2014).   8 

Along with changes in isoprene emissions over the past millennium, predicted 9 

monoterpene emissions also change, but due to different environmental and anthropogenic 10 

influences.  Mean predicted emissions of monoterpenes over the period 1000-2000 are roughly 11 

an order of magnitude lower than predicted isoprene emissions, but are still greater than 5 mg 12 

m-2 day-1 and 0.8 mg m-2 day-1 in tropical and sub-tropical forests in the MEGAN and LPJ-13 

GUESS reconstructions respectively (Acosta Navarro et al., 2014).  Predicted absolute changes 14 

in the spatial distribution of mean monoterpene emissions from 1000 to 2000 using MEGAN and 15 

LPJ-GUESS are shown in Figure 1c and 1d respectively.  Globally averaged, predicted 16 

monoterpene emissions over this period increase by 3% in MEGAN and 0% in LPJ-GUESS.  17 

However, in many regions there is an increase in predicted monoterpene emissions of 18 

approximately 0.5 mg m-2 day-1.  These increases are due predominantly to the development of 19 

agriculture in regions where monoterpene emitting vegetation was previously scarce (Acosta 20 

Navarro et al., 2014).  There are significant regions of decreasing monoterpene emissions in 21 

both reconstructions (blue regions) due to strong deforestation and a replacement of natural 22 

vegetation with low monoterpene-emitting species (Acosta Navarro et al., 2014). It is worthwhile 23 

to note that the effect of CO2 concentrations on monoterpene emissions is still under debate, 24 

and was not included in the simulations by Acosta Navarro et al. (2014) applied here.  We also 25 

note that the temperature response of BVOC emissions used to predict long-term changes is 26 

derived from short-term measurements, and may not accurately reflect adaptive behavior of 27 

plants grown under changing environmental conditions.  28 

Similar to changes in predicted monoterpene emissions over the past millennium, 29 

sesquiterpene emissions have also been predicted to increase regionally, however remain 30 

approximately constant globally.  Mean predicted emissions of sesquiterpenes over the period 31 

1000-2000 are spatially distributed similar to that of monoterpene emissions and are an order of 32 

magnitude lower than predicted monoterpene emissions, and two orders of magnitude lower 33 

than predicted isoprene emissions.  Figure 1e shows the absolute change in predicted 34 
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sesquiterpene emissions from 1000 to 2000 using MEGAN.  Following the same trend as 1 

predicted monoterpenes, the globally averaged change in predicted sesquiterpene emissions 2 

over this period increase by approximately 1%.  The causes of the changes in predicted 3 

sesquiterpene emissions are analogous to the changes in predicted monoterpene emissions.  4 

The changes are predominantly due to development of agriculture in regions where 5 

sesquiterpene emitting vegetation was previously limited (Acosta Navarro et al., 2014). 6 

  7 

3  Methods 8 

We use a global chemical transport model with online aerosol microphysics to test the sensitivity 9 

of the simulated aerosol size distributions to changes in BVOC emissions from the years 1000 10 

to 2000, and calculate the associated radiative forcing.   11 

 12 

3.1   GEOS-Chem-TOMAS Model Description 13 

We use the global chemical-transport model, GEOS-Chem (www.geos-chem.org), combined 14 

with the online aerosol microphysics module, TOMAS (GEOS-Chem-TOMAS) to test the 15 

sensitivity of global aerosol size distributions to changes in BVOC emissions.  GEOS-Chem-16 

TOMAS in this study uses GEOS-Chem v9.01.02 with 4°x5° horizontal resolution, 47 vertical 17 

layers from the surface to 0.01 hPa with meteorological inputs from the GEOS5 reanalysis 18 

(http://gmao.gsfc.nasa.gov).  TOMAS in this work simulates the aerosol size distribution using 19 

15 size sections ranging from 3 nm to 10 µm (Lee and Adams, 2011).  Nucleation rates in all 20 

simulations were predicted by ternary homogeneous nucleation of sulfuric acid, ammonia, and 21 

water based on the parameterization of Napari et al. (2002) scaled globally by a constant factor 22 

of 10-5 which has been shown to predict nucleation rates closer to measurements than other 23 

commonly used nucleation schemes (Jung et al., 2010; Westervelt et al., 2013).  All emissions 24 

except terpenoid biogenic emissions (monoterpenes, isoprene, and sesquiterpenes) in GEOS-25 

Chem are described in van Donkelaar et al. (2008).  The three dominant BVOC classes 26 

(monoterpenes, isoprene, and sesquiterpenes) are included in GEOS-Chem using modeled 27 

reconstructions as provided by Acosta Navarro et al. (2014).  The emissions from Acosta 28 

Navarro et al. (2014) override biogenic emissions previously input from a different version of 29 

MEGAN (Guenther et al., 2006) in the standard version of GEOS-Chem for SOA production 30 

only and do not influence the gas-phase chemistry in GEOS-Chem-TOMAS.  We are not 31 

considering this feedback; however, we will discuss the implications in section 4.4. 32 

Traditionally, SOA in GEOS-Chem-TOMAS is formed only from terrestrial biogenic 33 

sources, with the biogenic source being a fixed yield of 10% of the monoterpene emissions.  34 
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However, isoprene and sesquiterpenes also serve as SOA precursors (Hoffmann et al., 1997; 1 

Griffin et al., 1999a; Kroll et al., 2006).  In this study, we form SOA from isoprene, 2 

monoterpenes and sesquiterpenes with fixed yields of 3%, 10% and 20%, respectively, based 3 

on estimations summarized in Pye et al. (2010).  Dynamic SOA yields through partitioning 4 

theory are computationally expensive to couple with aerosol microphysics schemes, and they 5 

tend to underpredict ultrafine particle growth when lab-based volatility distributions are used 6 

(Pierce et al., 2011), and thus are not used here.  However, we test the sensitivity to these 7 

yields.  The yields used in this study are on the low end of mean yield estimates; however, we 8 

test the sensitivity of SOA formation and CCN number concentrations to upper bounds on these 9 

yields (10%, 20%, and 40%, respectively) (Pye et al., 2010) (see Table 1 for total biogenic SOA 10 

formation rates for each simulation).  Biogenic SOA formation, particularly from isoprene, has 11 

been shown in chamber studies and ambient measurements to have dependencies on NOx 12 

concentrations (NOx=NO+NO2) (Kroll et al., 2006; Kroll and Seinfeld, 2008; Carlton et al., 2009; 13 

Xu et al., 2014).  SOA yield from isoprene oxidation can reach in excess of 4% under low-NOx 14 

conditions (Kroll et al., 2006) at atmospherically relevant organic mass concentrations (Carlton 15 

et al., 2009).  Kroll et al. (2006) also found in chamber studies that SOA yields from isoprene 16 

oxidation can reach in excess of 5% at NOx concentrations of approximately 100 ppb.  Over the 17 

past millenium, there have been increases in agriculture, anthropogenic biomass burning and 18 

industrial activity leading to enhanced NOx emissions (Benkovitz et al., 1996), which potentially 19 

impact SOA yields.  More sophisticated SOA formation mechanisms that account for NOx-20 

dependent yields might improve model representation; however, maximum NOx concentrations 21 

in GEOS-Chem-TOMAS are approximately an order of magnitude lower than the concentrations 22 

used in the chamber study by Kroll et al. (2006) (Lamsal et al., 2008) and therefore fall well 23 

below NOx concentrations high enough to significantly alter SOA formation rates. We note that 24 

while high absolute concentrations of any species may call into question the atmospheric 25 

relevance of chamber experiments, the NO:HO2 ratio within a chamber is an equally critical 26 

parameter for describing the chemical regime of SOA formation. Therefore, for this study, 27 

biogenic SOA in GEOS-Chem-TOMAS is formed via fixed yields of isoprene, monoterpenes, 28 

and sesquiterpenes, and has no dependency on NOx concentrations.  The change in emissions 29 

of isoprene, monoterpenes, and sesquiterpenes from the MEGAN and LPJ-GUESS 30 

reconstructions solely affects SOA formation, and does not influence the oxidation fields in 31 

GEOS-Chem-TOMAS. Therefore, there may be missing feedback mechanisms on key 32 

atmospheric oxidants.   33 
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In this study, particles are assumed to undergo kinetic, gas-phase-diffusion-limited 1 

growth with condensation of SOA proportional to the Fuchs-corrected aerosol surface area.  2 

This assumption was found to best reproduce aerosol size distribution in two recent studies 3 

(Riipinen et al., 2011; D’Andrea et al., 2013).  This kinetic condensation of SOA assumes that 4 

the SOA is non-volatile (or similar to low-volatility SOA with average saturation vapor pressure, 5 

C*, of less than approximately 10-3 µg m-3) (Pierce et al., 2011, Ehn et al., 2014).  Also, as 6 

described in D’Andrea et al. (2013), an additional 100 Tg yr-1 of SOA correlated with 7 

anthropogenic carbon monoxide emissions is required to match present-day measurements.  8 

D’Andrea et al. (2013) evaluates GEOS-Chem-TOMAS particle number concentrations against 9 

measurements and shows that including the extra SOA yields improved number predictions for 10 

a wide range of particle sizes.  The sensitivity of this additional source of SOA is also 11 

investigated in this study. 12 

We test the sensitivity of predicted size distributions to anthropogenically driven changes 13 

in BVOC emissions in GEOS-Chem-TOMAS using twelve simulations.  Table 1 shows the 14 

assumptions in these twelve simulations.  All simulations were run using 2005 meteorology with 15 

three months of spin-up from a pre-spun-up restart file.   16 

AE2 (Anthropogenic Emissions 2000) simulations use anthropogenic emissions for the 17 

year 2005 and AEO (Anthropogenic Emissions Off) simulations (used to simulate an 18 

atmosphere more similar to pre-industrial) have anthropogenic emissions off.  BE1 (Biogenic 19 

Emissions 1000) simulations use year 1000 biogenic emissions and BE2 (Biogenic Emissions 20 

2000) simulations use year 2000 biogenic emissions for SOA production only.  Changing the 21 

biogenic emissions allows us to investigate the influence of changes to fixed-yield SOA 22 

formation only and not to the changes in atmospheric oxidants (and the subsequent changes to 23 

aerosols) associated with these changes in BVOC emissions.  For gas-phase chemistry, 24 

emissions of BVOCs are from online MEGAN for 2005 (Wainwright et al., 2012).  Using the AE2 25 

and AEO simulations, we can see if the sensitivity of aerosols and radiative forcing to changes 26 

in BVOC emissions is strongly sensitive to the presence of anthropogenic aerosols.  First, we 27 

assume present-day anthropogenic emissions and have simultaneous monthly mean BVOC 28 

emissions from MEGAN for the year 1000 (BE1.AE2.meg) and another simulation for the year 29 

2000 also using MEGAN (BE2.AE2.meg) (the justification of these time periods is explained in 30 

section 2.3).  This method isolates the change in BVOCs and the effect on aerosol size 31 

distributions under fixed anthropogenic emissions.  We also test the sensitivity to changes in 32 

BVOC emissions over the same periods with no anthropogenic emissions to simulate a pre-33 

industrial anthropogenic environment using MEGAN (BE1.AEO.meg and BE2.AEO.meg) and 34 
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LPJ-GUESS (BE1.AEO.LPJ and BE2.AEO.LPJ).  Using these simulations, we also test the 1 

sensitivity of predicted size distributions to changes in anthropogenic emissions under present-2 

day BVOC emissions from MEGAN by comparing simulations (BE2.AEO.meg and 3 

BE2.AE2.meg).  Thus, we estimate the effects of changing biogenic emissions in sets of 4 

simulations where the anthropogenic emissions are either on or off.  While neither of these 5 

comparisons is realistic (anthropogenic emissions changed as the biogenic emissions were 6 

changing), it allows us to bound the impact of anthropogenic emissions on the partial derivative 7 

with respect to changing biogenic emissions.   8 

We also test the model sensitivity to changes in SOA yields (as described previously) 9 

over the same periods by repeating the four simulations using MEGAN (BE1.AE2.meg, 10 

BE1.AEO.meg, BE2.AE2.meg and BE2.AEO.meg) with upper bounds on the SOA yields (10%, 11 

20% and 40% of isoprene, monoterpenes and sesquiterpenes respectively) (BE1.AE2.up, 12 

BE1.AEO.up, BE2.AE2.up, BE2.AEO.up).  Finally, we investigate the sensitivity to the inclusion 13 

of an additional 100 Tg yr-1 of anthropogenically enhanced SOA (as described previously) to the 14 

simulations with present-day anthropogenic emissions using MEGAN biogenic emissions for 15 

year-1000 and year-2000 conditions (BE1.XSOA, BE2.XSOA).  We note that the predicted size 16 

distributions and uncertainty ranges in this paper are sensitive to the nucleation scheme, 17 

anthropogenic emissions fluxes and emissions size (e.g. Pierce et al. 2009c), but here we 18 

explore the modeled partial derivatives to changes in BVOC emissions only. 19 

 20 

3.2    Aerosol direct effect and the cloud-albedo aerosol indirect effect 21 

The aerosol direct radiative effect (DRE) and the cloud-albedo (first) aerosol indirect effect (AIE) 22 

in this study are calculated using an offline version of the Edwards and Slingo (ES) radiative 23 

transfer model (Edwards and Slingo, 1996) which has been used previously in other aerosol 24 

microphysics studies (Spracklen et al. 2011a; Rap et al. 2013; Pierce et al. 2013; Scott et al. 25 

2014).  The ES radiative transfer model uses monthly mean cloud climatology and surface 26 

albedo, from the International Satellite Cloud Climatology Project (ISCCP) (Rossow and 27 

Schiffer, 1999), for the year 2000.  Note that the land-use changes that lead to the changes in 28 

BVOC emissions explored in this paper may also lead to surface albedo and/or cloud changes; 29 

however, we do not explore these changes in this paper. 30 

To investigate the changes in DRE, an offline version of the RADAER module from the 31 

Hadley Centre Global Environment Model (Bellouin et al., 2013) was adapted to calculate 32 

aerosol optical parameters from GEOS-Chem-TOMAS output.  The refractive index for each 33 

size section is calculated as the volume-weighted mean refractive index of the components 34 
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(given at 500 nm in Table A1 of Bellouin et al., 2011), including water.  Water uptake is tracked 1 

explicitly in GEOS-Chem-TOMAS by using ISSOROPIA (Nenes et al., 1998).  For 2 

computational efficiency, the optical properties (dimensionless asymmetry parameter, and 3 

scattering and absorption coefficients, in m2 kg-1) are then obtained from look-up tables of all 4 

realistic combinations of refractive index and Mie parameter (particle radius normalized to 5 

wavelength), as described by Bellouin et al. (2013).  These aerosol optical properties were then 6 

included in monthly climatologies when running the offline ES radiative transfer model.   7 

The cloud-albedo AIE is calculated by perturbing the effective radii of cloud droplets in 8 

the ES radiative transfer model.  A control cloud droplet effective radius (re1) of 10 µm is 9 

assumed uniformly, to maintain consistency with the ISCCP derivation of liquid water path, and 10 

for each experiment a perturbed field of effective radii (re2) for low- and mid-level (below 600 11 

hPa) water clouds are calculated as in Eq. (1) using the control (CDNC1) and perturbed 12 

(CDNC2) fields of cloud droplet number concentration for each month.   13 

 14 

re2 = re1 ×
CDNC1
CDNC2

"

#
$

%

&
'

1
3

       (1) 15 

 16 

We calculate monthly mean CDNC using the aerosol size distributions predicted by 17 

GEOS-Chem-TOMAS and a mechanistic parameterization of cloud drop formation from Nenes 18 

and Seinfeld (2003), for a globally uniform updraft velocity of 0.2 m s-1. The assumption of a 19 

globally uniform updraft velocity is in itself a simplification and the AIE we calculate will be 20 

sensitive to the value used.  Spracklen et al. (2011) and Pierce et al. (2013) found that 21 

assuming a base value of 0.2 m s-1 gave an AIE close to the mean AIE obtained when the 22 

globally uniform updraft velocity was varied between 0.1 and 0.5 m s-1.  The cloud-albedo AIE is 23 

then calculated by comparing the perturbed (using re2) net radiative fluxes at the top of the 24 

atmosphere, to a control simulation (using re1). 25 

The DRE and cloud-albedo AIE are approximately additive, but to give a combined 26 

aerosol radiative effect, one must account for spatial overlap; therefore, a combined aerosol 27 

radiative effect is calculated by perturbing the cloud droplet effective radii and aerosol 28 

climatologies at the same time in the ES radiative transfer model, and comparing the net 29 

radiative fluxes to a control simulation in which neither is perturbed.  30 

  31 

4  Results 32 
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4.1   Changes to SOA formation rates 1 

Figure 2a and b show the mean millennial fixed-yield SOA formation from MEGAN BVOC 2 

emissions (monoterpenes, isoprene, and sesquiterpenes) and LPJ-GUESS BVOC emissions 3 

(monoterpenes and isoprene) respectively in mg m-2 day-1 over the years 1000-2000 and the 4 

base SOA yield assumptions.  Figures 2c and 2e show the absolute and relative change in 5 

fixed-yield SOA formation from the same MEGAN BVOC emissions between 1000 and 2000 6 

(year 2000 – year 1000), respectively.  Figures 2d and 2f show the absolute and relative change 7 

in fixed-yield SOA formation from the same LPJ-GUESS BVOC emissions between 1000 and 8 

2000 (year 2000 – year 1000), respectively.  An increase in SOA formation with time is 9 

represented by red colors, and a decrease in SOA formation by blue.  Globally, the mean SOA 10 

formation from the MEGAN BVOC emissions decreases by 13.2% and decreases by 18.9% 11 

from the LPJ-GUESS BVOC emissions.  Regions such as central North America, eastern 12 

Australia, and southern South America show significant decreases, exceeding 75% in SOA 13 

formation from the MEGAN BVOC emissions.  There are also regions such as India, and 14 

southeast Asia with increases of greater than 50% in SOA formation from the MEGAN BVOC 15 

emissions.  These changes in emissions are largely due to millennial anthropogenic influences 16 

on BVOC emissions through land-use changes.  In Figure 2e, there are regions with large 17 

percent increases or decreases in SOA formation, such as western North America and northern 18 

Asia; however, the absolute change is negligible in these regions due to very low emissions.  19 

SOA formation from LPJ-GUESS BVOC emissions generally exhibits the same spatial pattern 20 

as MEGAN emissions. Where there are significant decreases/increases in BVOC emissions 21 

from 1000 to 2000, there are corresponding decreases/increases in SOA formation.  22 

Decreases/increases in SOA formation exceeding 50% would significantly decrease/increase 23 

the amount of low-volatility condensable organic material available to grow nanoparticles in the 24 

atmosphere.  Therefore, changes in SOA formation of this magnitude could have an important 25 

anthropogenic aerosol effect on regional climates. 26 

Changes over the past millennium in all three classes of terpenoid BVOCs (Figure 1) 27 

combine to impact SOA formation in the atmosphere.   Figure 3 shows the percent contribution 28 

to SOA formation by (a) isoprene, (b) monoterpene, and (c) sesquiterpene emissions using 29 

MEGAN BVOC emissions, averaged over the years 1000-2000.  The area enclosed by the red 30 

contour represents regions with SOA formation rates greater than 5% of the maximum mean 31 

millennial SOA formation from emissions of all BVOCs (isoprene + monoterpenes + 32 

sesquiterpenes).  Isoprene (Figure 3a) has the largest contribution to SOA formation with a 33 

global millennial mean contribution of 64%.  Regions where isoprene emissions have significant 34 
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contributions to SOA formation (greater than 70%) are collocated with regions of highest total 1 

SOA formation (red contour).  This shows that isoprene emissions are the predominant 2 

simulated source of global biogenic SOA formation, despite having the lowest SOA production 3 

yield of the three BVOCs.  Some global models (e.g. D’Andrea et al. 2013; Lee et al. 2013) use 4 

monoterpene emissions as a representative BVOC for SOA formation rather than isoprene 5 

which may introduce errors in the spatial distribution and amount of biogenic SOA.  6 

Monoterpene emissions (Figure 3b) contribute to 20% of global mean millennial SOA formation.  7 

Figure 3b indicates that monoterpene emissions are the most important source of SOA in the 8 

northern hemisphere boreal-forested regions, with contributions exceeding 80%.  However, 9 

monoterpenes contribute less than 20% in regions with the highest total SOA formation.  10 

Sesquiterpene emissions represent the smallest global mean contribution to SOA formation at 11 

16% over the past millennium.  Unlike isoprene and monoterpene emissions that have clear 12 

regional importance, Figure 3c indicates that sesquiterpene emissions tend to have a more 13 

uniform contribution to SOA formation across all vegetated regions, but rarely exceeding 20%. 14 

  15 

4.2   Impact on aerosol number: changing BVOC emissions 16 

Table 2 summarizes the predicted global changes in particle number concentrations for all 17 

comparisons to follow.  Figure 4 shows the change in (a) N3, (b) N10, (c) N40, and (d) N80 18 

(number of particles with diameter greater than 3 nm, 10 nm, 40 nm, and 80 nm respectively) 19 

when changing MEGAN BVOC emissions from year 1000 to year 2000 with constant present 20 

day anthropogenic emissions (2005) (BE2.AE2.meg – BE1.AE2.meg).  (We use N40 and N80 21 

as proxies for the number of CCN-sized particles.  However, the actual CCN and cloud droplet 22 

number concentrations depend on the maximum supersaturation reached in the cloud, which in 23 

turn depends on updraft velocities and particle concentrations.)  Comparing these two 24 

simulations isolates the effect of millennial changes in BVOC emissions on particle size 25 

distributions.  Globally averaged, N3 and N10 increased by 2.3% and 1.5% respectively, 26 

whereas N40 and N80 decreased by 0.6% and 1.3% respectively (see Table 2).   27 

There are decreases in N80 exceeding 25% in regions such as southern South America, 28 

southern Africa, southeastern North America and Australia.  These regions coincide with 29 

regions of significant decrease in isoprene emissions (Figure 1) and SOA formation (Figure 2).  30 

The relationship between the decrease in isoprene emissions and SOA formation with the 31 

decrease in N80 and increase in N3 and N10 can be explained through microphysical feedback 32 

mechanisms.  Firstly, the decrease in total isoprene emissions in these regions causes a 33 

decrease in SOA formation as explained in section 4.1.  With decreases in SOA formation, 34 
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ultrafine particle growth decreases due to the reduction in available condensable material.  This 1 

can be seen in Figure 4a and 4b where increases in N3 and N10 are collocated.  This 2 

suppression of ultrafine particle growth limits the number of particles that can grow to CCN 3 

sizes, hence decreasing N80 in these regions.  A reduction in the number of N80 reduces the 4 

coagulation sink of smaller particles, and N3 and N10 increase.  This can be seen in Figure 4, 5 

where regions of increasing N3 and N10 coincide with regions of decreasing N40 and N80.  6 

Throughout these regions, N3 and N10 increases exceed 25%, and decreases in N40 and N80 7 

exceed 25%.  These are significant changes in CCN concentrations (N40 and N80) in these 8 

regions due largely to changes in BVOCs due to anthropogenic land-use changes.  With 9 

significant decreases in N40 and N80, the condensation sink for sulfuric acid (H2SO4) and 10 

coagulation sink for ultrafine particles also decreases.  This increases the survival probability of 11 

ultrafine particles and hence increases N3 and N10.  Secondly, with a decrease in SOA 12 

formation and a decrease in ultrafine particle growth, the concentration of sulfuric acid (H2SO4) 13 

vapor increases in these regions due to a decrease in the condensation sink.  This increases 14 

nucleation due to the strong dependence on H2SO4 vapor concentrations.  Therefore, increased 15 

nucleation increases the number of freshly nucleated particles and N3.   16 

There are also increases in N80 over oceanic regions downwind of regions with 17 

significant decreases in N80.  This is caused by the increases in N3 and N10 over land.  When 18 

the air mass is advected over the ocean, the surplus of small particles are able to grow via 19 

condensation to CCN sizes.  Figure 5 shows the zonal-mean percentage change in (a) N3, (b) 20 

N10, (c) N40, and (d) N80 when changing MEGAN BVOC emissions from year 1000 to year 21 

2000 with constant present day anthropogenic emissions (2005) (BE2.AE2.meg – 22 

BE1.AE2.meg).  Figure 5 indicates that the difference in number concentrations between the 23 

two simulations varies with height.  The difference in N3 and N10 between the simulations with 24 

height generally remains positive above the BL, with increases exceeding 5% in the southern 25 

mid-latitudes in oceanic and deforested regions particularly.  However, the differences in N40 26 

and N80 between the simulations reverse sign with height in the mid-latitudes, most 27 

dramatically in the southern hemisphere such that there are more particles in the BE2.AE2.meg 28 

simulation.  When CCN-sized particles are removed through wet deposition during vertical 29 

advection, there are more ultrafine particles in the BE2.AE2.meg than the BE1.AE2.meg 30 

simulation to grow to CCN sizes and replace the lost CCN.  This feedback leads to the change 31 

in sign with height for N40 and N80. This reversal in the change in particle number 32 

concentrations has implications on the radiative forcing and will be discussed in section 4.3. 33 
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Figure 6 shows the change in (a) N3, (b) N10, (c) N40, and (d) N80 when changing 1 

MEGAN BVOC emissions from year 1000 to year 2000 with anthropogenic emissions turned off 2 

(BE2.AEO.meg – BE1.AEO.meg).  Globally averaged, N3, N10, and N40 increased by 3.2%, 3 

1.9%, and 0.4% respectively, whereas N80 decreased by 0.6% (see Table 2).  Similar to the 4 

previous case, globally averaged N3 and N10 increased over the past millennium.  However, 5 

contrary to the previous case, with anthropogenic emissions turned off globally averaged N40 6 

also increased.  The spatial patterns in globally averaged number of CCN sized particles (N80) 7 

in this simulation reflected the same decreasing trend as Figure 4. In Figure 6, the regions of 8 

increasing N3 and N10 coincide with regions of decreasing N40 and N80, following the same 9 

spatial pattern as Figure 4.  Thus, the presence of anthropogenic aerosols does not qualitatively 10 

change the fractional response of the aerosol size distribution to millennial changes in BVOCs. 11 

The microphysical feedback mechanisms in this comparison (BE2.AEO.meg – 12 

BE1.AEO.meg) are the same as the previous comparison (BE2.AE2.meg – BE1.AE2.meg); 13 

however, the magnitude of the changes in particle number concentrations due to BVOCs differs.  14 

With anthropogenic emissions turned off to simulate pre-industrial conditions, changes in 15 

number concentrations of particles in all size ranges are shifted towards more positive changes 16 

than the simulation with present day anthropogenic emissions.  This is caused by the difference 17 

in total particle number concentrations and the mean size of the particles.  As seen in Figure 7, 18 

present-day anthropogenic conditions have more than 4 times more particles by number than 19 

the pre-industrial conditions and the mean diameter is at smaller sizes.  The mean diameter in 20 

the simulation with present-day anthropogenic conditions is 30.6 nm, whereas the simulation 21 

with pre-industrial anthropogenic conditions had a mean diameter of 52.1 nm.  Therefore, there 22 

are an increased number of ultrafine particles competing for condensation of SOA and growth to 23 

CCN sizes in the simulations with anthropogenic emissions on, and the particles in these 24 

simulations are (on average) smaller and further from CCN sizes.  Thus, ultrafine particles grow 25 

to CCN sizes more efficiently in the simulations with anthropogenic emissions turned off and are 26 

more susceptible to BVOC emission changes because there are fewer particles competing for 27 

condensable material and the mean size is larger.  The fractional changes in N3 are larger in 28 

the cases with anthropogenic emissions off because there are fewer particles overall.  Thus, 29 

there is a smaller increase in N3 and larger decrease in N80 than with anthropogenic emissions 30 

turned off.  31 

         The effect on particle numbers by changing anthropogenic emissions under fixed BVOC 32 

emissions was also investigated (not shown).  The globally averaged change in N3, N10, N40, 33 

and N80 when changing anthropogenic emissions from pre-industrial (off) to present-day (2005) 34 
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with constant present-day BVOC emissions (average biogenic emissions from 1980-1990) 1 

(BE2.AE2.meg – BE2.AEO.meg) increased by 382%, 339%, 212%, and 162% respectively.  2 

These global sensitivities to anthropogenic emissions changed only modestly when biogenic 3 

emissions from 1000 were used (BE1.AE2.meg – BE1.AEO.meg): globally averaged N3, N10, 4 

N40 and N80 all increased by 386%, 341%, 215%, and 164% respectively. The global millennial 5 

change in particles due to BVOC changes is small compared to the change in anthropogenic 6 

emissions; however, the change in particles due to changes in BVOC is still non-trivial, and we 7 

will discuss this further when discussing radiative forcing.  This emphasizes the importance of 8 

accurately quantifying the aerosols in the pre-industrial reference state used for radiative forcing 9 

calculations (Carslaw et al., 2013) 10 

The sensitivity of particle numbers to upper bounds on SOA yields was also 11 

investigated.  The fixed SOA yields used in the standard simulations (3%, 10%, and 20% for 12 

isoprene, monoterpenes, and sesquiterpenes respectively) were increased to 10%, 20%, and 13 

40% for isoprene, monoterpenes, and sesquiterpenes respectively in the upper bound 14 

simulations (BE2.AEO.up, BE1.AEO.up, BE2.AE2.up, and BE1.AE2.up).  When using the upper 15 

bound SOA yields and changing MEGAN BVOC emissions from year 1000 to year 2000 with 16 

anthropogenic emissions turned off (BE2.AEO.up – BE1.AEO.up), globally averaged N3, N10, 17 

N40, and N80 increased by 4.6%, 2.6%, 1.1%, and 0.0% respectively (see Table 2). The spatial 18 

distribution of the global changes in particle number concentrations are similar to those of 19 

Figure 4, with modest increases in magnitude.  Even with more than a doubling of the SOA 20 

yields from all three terpenoid species, the change in particle number responded with less than 21 

a doubling due to microphysical dampening.  This has also been observed in other global 22 

aerosol microphysics models (e.g. Scott et al., 2014).  With an increase in SOA yields, there is a 23 

corresponding increase in the amount of condensable material available for particle growth.  24 

However, due to the nonlinear balance between condensational growth and coagulational 25 

scavenging, increases in particle number concentrations do not scale linearly with increases in 26 

SOA formation.   27 

This microphysical feedback was also seen when using upper bound SOA yields while 28 

changing MEGAN BVOC emissions from year 1000 to year 2000 with present-day 29 

anthropogenic emissions (2005) (BE2.AE2.up – BE1.AE2.up).  Globally averaged, N3 and N10 30 

increased by 3.6% and 2.6% respectively, whereas N40 and N80 decreased by 0.0% and 1.2% 31 

respectively (see Table 2).  This comparison showed the same spatial patterns as the standard 32 

yield comparison of Figure 6 with modest increases in magnitude similar to the simulations with 33 

anthropogenic emissions off.  The nonlinear impact on global particle number concentrations 34 
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due to microphysical dampening was also observed in this comparison.  Therefore, due to the 1 

similarity of the upper bound SOA yield simulations to the standard SOA yield simulations, we 2 

have not included the figures.  However, the SOA yields will also likely not remain constant 3 

since they will change with varying conditions such as aerosol loading or NOx concentrations. 4 

The sensitivity of particle numbers to historical changes in BVOC emissions with the 5 

inclusion of an additional 100 Tg yr-1 of anthropogenically enhanced SOA as per D’Andrea et al. 6 

(2013) was also investigated.  The additional SOA used here may be SOA from BVOCs 7 

enhanced by anthropogenic pollution; however we are leaving this additional SOA source 8 

constant for both year 1000 and year 2000 biogenic emission simulations as an additional 9 

sensitivity study.  Figure 8 shows the change in (a) N3, (b) N10, (c) N40, and (d) N80 when 10 

changing MEGAN BVOC emissions from year 1000 to year 2000 with constant present day 11 

anthropogenic emissions including the additional 100 Tg (SOA) yr-1 (BE2.XSOA – BE1.XSOA).  12 

Globally averaged, N3, N10, and N40 increased by 1.9%, 1.2%, and 0.3% respectively, 13 

whereas N80 decreased by 0.3% (see Table 2).  The changes in particle number concentrations 14 

with the additional 100 Tg (SOA) yr-1 are lower in magnitude than the standard case 15 

(BE2.AE2.meg – BE1.AE2.meg).  With the inclusion of the additional SOA, there is a large 16 

increase in the amount of condensable material available for particle growth.  Therefore, the 17 

smallest particles are able to grow more efficiently via condensation to larger sizes.  This can be 18 

seen in Figure 7 where the mean diameter for the simulation BE2.XSOA is 85.9 nm as opposed 19 

to 30.6 nm for BE2.AE2.meg.  However, the change in SOA from changes in BVOC emissions 20 

is an order of magnitude lower than the additional anthropogenically enhanced SOA, therefore 21 

the global changes in particle number concentrations when comparing the additional SOA cases 22 

(BE2.XSOA – BE1.XSOA) to the standard cases (BE2.AE2.meg – BE1.AE2.meg) are lower in 23 

magnitude (see Table 2). 24 

Figure 9 shows the change in (a) N3, (b) N10, (c) N40, and (d) N80 when changing LPJ-25 

GUESS BVOC emissions from year 1000 to year 2000 with anthropogenic emissions off 26 

(BE2.AEO.LPJ – BE1.AEO.LPJ) providing an estimate for the aerosol changes when using an 27 

independent estimate of BVOC changes.  Globally averaged, N3 and N10 increased by 5.9% 28 

and 3.5% respectively, whereas N40 and N80 decreased by 0.1% and 1.8% respectively (see 29 

Table 2).  The magnitude of the changes in N3 and N80 with the LPJ-GUESS simulations are 30 

highest of all the simulations.  This is due in part to the spatial variability in the LPJ-GUESS 31 

emission inventory when compared to the MEGAN emission inventory, as well as lower total 32 

emissions.  Similar to the comparable simulations using the MEGAN emissions (BE2.AEO.meg 33 

– BE1.AEO.meg; Figure 6), there are increases in N3 over central North America, southern 34 
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South America, eastern Australia, and central Eurasia exceeding 25%.  These regions 1 

correspond to regions of decreased BVOC emissions over the past millennium, which leads to 2 

decreases in SOA formation and increases in N3 (due to the deficit of condensable material 3 

available to grow the smallest particles to CCN sizes). The same regions with significant 4 

increases in N3 also correspond to regions of significant decreases in CCN sized particles.  5 

However, there are regions where the MEGAN simulations and the LPJ-GUESS simulations 6 

differ.  Even though LPJ-GUESS emits less BVOC emissions globally than MEGAN, the LPJ-7 

GUESS simulations indicate higher magnitude increases in N3 in the Northern Hemisphere than 8 

MEGAN. This is due to LPJ-GUESS emitting relatively more BVOCs in the northern boreal-9 

forested regions than MEGAN (largely due to the different emission factors assumed for 10 

vegetation types and the treatment of the CO2-response of the two emission models), and 11 

therefore increased SOA formation.  This is reflected in the global mean size distribution (Figure 12 

7) where it can be seen that BE2.AEO.LPJ has fewer small particles than BE2.AEO.meg, 13 

confirmed by a larger mean diameter at 63.6 nm as opposed to 52.1 nm for BE2.AEO.meg.  14 

Overall, the percent change in N80 between the LPJ-GUESS and MEGAN simulations have a 15 

correlation coefficient of 0.49.  The previously mentioned regional differences between the two 16 

BVOC reconstructions are a source of uncertainty, but the global percent change in N80 both 17 

follow the same trend (Table 2).  This indicates that anthropogenic land-use changes over the 18 

past millennium have decreased the number of CCN sized particles globally through changes in 19 

BVOC emissions, with regional changes in CCN sized particles ranging from -25% to 25%. 20 

The distribution of changes across all grid boxes in N3, N10, N40, and N80 for all 21 

simulations are summarized in Figure 10 (see Table 2 for specific values).  Plotted are the 22 

global percent changes in N3, N10, N40, and N80 for biogenic emissions from 1000 to 2000 on 23 

a logarithmic scale.  For all of the simulation comparisons, there is an increase in mean N3 and 24 

a decrease in mean N80.  This is due mainly to the decrease in isoprene emissions over the 25 

past millennium, predominantly influenced by land-use changes.  However, the majority of the 26 

changes globally are very close to zero (as can be seen by the size of the interquartile range on 27 

all plots).  This is caused by minute changes in number concentrations over open ocean 28 

regions.  Also, there is significant variability in the magnitude of the changes in all simulations as 29 

can be seen by the extent of the maximum and minimum changes in particle number 30 

concentrations.  This indicates that caution must be taken when interpreting global mean 31 

values, as regional changes are of importance. 32 

  33 

4.3   Aerosol direct and indirect radiative effects 34 
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Figure 11 shows the annual mean radiative effect due to changes in BVOC emissions between 1 

year 1000 and year 2000 (see Table 3 for summarization).  Figure 11a shows the DRE due to 2 

changing BVOC emissions between year 1000 and year 2000 with MEGAN BVOC emissions 3 

and anthropogenic emissions off (BE2.AEO.meg – BE1.AEO.meg); giving a global annual mean 4 

DRE of +0.065 W m-2.  While this global-mean DRE from biogenic emissions changes is smaller 5 

in magnitude than estimated anthropogenic direct radiative forcings (e.g. estimates of -0.85 to 6 

+0.15 W m-2 in the most recent IPCC report (Boucher et al., 2013)), the DRE from biogenic 7 

emissions changes may be much larger, regionally.  Throughout most oceanic regions, the DRE 8 

is small (<0.05 W m-2); however, over land there are large regions experiencing a DRE greater 9 

than +0.5 W m-2 (eg. southeastern South America, southern Africa, Australia, and southeastern 10 

North America).  This is caused by significant decreases in N80 (as seen in Figure 6) and the 11 

total mass of particles (not shown), which decreases the scattering of incoming solar radiation.  12 

There are regions of negative radiative forcing (eg. India), which are associated with increases 13 

in N80 and total aerosol mass due to increased BVOC emissions from the anthropogenic 14 

introduction of high BVOC emitting plants and cropland.  There is a band of positive radiative 15 

forcing in the southern hemisphere, which is associated with mid-latitude westerlies transporting 16 

accumulation-mode particles over oceanic regions.   17 

Figure 11b shows the DRE due to changing BVOC emissions between year 1000 and 18 

year 2000 with LPJ-GUESS BVOC emissions and anthropogenic emissions off (BE2.AEO.LPJ 19 

– BE1.AEO.LPJ), giving a global annual mean DRE of +0.022 W m-2.  Similar to Figure 11a, the 20 

DRE is very small (<0.05 W m-2) over most of the globe, in particular oceanic regions.  However, 21 

over BVOC source regions, the DRE exceeds +0.3 W m-2 due to decrease in isoprene 22 

emissions and N80 in those regions.  The DRE obtained using emissions from LPJ-GUESS is 23 

spatially similar to that obtained with the MEGAN emissions, albeit lower in magnitude (due to 24 

smaller emissions changes).  However, there is a large difference in DRE between MEGAN and 25 

LPJ-GUESS over Australia.  This is due to a decrease in emissions from MEGAN between year 26 

1000 and year 2000, resulting in a decrease in SOA formation and leading to a strong positive 27 

DRE.  However, there are smaller magnitude changes in emissions from LPJ-GUESS, which 28 

are due to a combination of inland increases and coastal decreases (mainly caused by changes 29 

in isoprene emissions), leading to a combination of increases and decreases in N80 over 30 

Australia.   31 

Figure 11c shows the cloud-albedo AIE due to changing BVOC emissions between year 32 

1000 and year 2000 with MEGAN BVOC emissions and anthropogenic emissions off 33 

(BE2.AEO.meg – BE1.AEO.meg), giving a global annual mean cloud-albedo AIE of -0.020 W m-34 
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2.  Similar to DRE above, the global-mean AIE from biogenic emissions changes is smaller than 1 

estimated aerosol indirect forcings from anthropogenic aerosols (e.g. -0.3 to -1.8 W m-2 in IPCC 2 

AR4 (Forster et al., 2007)), but again the regional AIE from biogenic emissions changes can be 3 

significantly larger than the mean.  There is a band of negative radiative forcing associated with 4 

increases in N80 in both the southern hemisphere and northern hemisphere mid-latitude 5 

westerlies with regional cloud-albedo AIEs in excess of -0.10 W m-2.  The subtropical marine 6 

clouds in these regions are sensitive to changes in CCN number concentration, giving a strong 7 

cooling effect.  This band of negative radiative forcing is caused by increased number 8 

concentrations of CCN-sized particles (N40 and N80) above the BL (Figure 5).  The increases in 9 

CCN-sized particles aloft causes increases in CDNC in the vertical layers with the highest cloud 10 

fractions (~700 hPa) and thus a net cooling effect.   There are also regions that experience a 11 

small positive cloud-albedo AIE due to changing BVOC emissions (e.g. southeastern North 12 

America, western Europe, and southeastern Australia) associated with regions of decreased 13 

N80.  14 

Figure 11d shows the cloud-albedo AIE due to changing BVOC emissions between year 15 

1000 and year 2000 with LPJ-GUESS BVOC emissions and anthropogenic emissions off 16 

(BE2.AEO.LPJ – BE1.AEO.LPJ), giving a global annual mean cloud-albedo AIE of -0.008 W m-17 
2.  The global annual mean cloud-albedo AIE calculated using the LPJ-GUESS emissions is 18 

lower in magnitude than that calculated using the MEGAN emissions. This occurs because the 19 

LPJ-GUESS simulations exhibit smaller decreases in N80 over the oceanic regions when 20 

compared to the MEGAN simulations.  There is also a stronger warming effect over regions 21 

such as central North America, southeastern South America, central Africa, and central Eurasia 22 

due to the decrease in N80.  Figure 11e shows the combined aerosol radiative effect due to 23 

changing BVOC emissions between year 1000 and year 2000 with MEGAN BVOC emissions 24 

and anthropogenic emissions off (BE2.AEO.meg – BE1.AEO.meg) with a global mean warming 25 

of +0.049 W m-2.  The cooling effect from the cloud-albedo AIE (Figure 11c) over oceanic 26 

regions tends to be approximately canceled out due to the warming effect from the DRE (Figure 27 

11a), and the regional warming effect from the DRE dominates the total radiative effect.  Figure 28 

11f shows the combined aerosol radiative effect due to changing BVOC emissions between 29 

year 1000 and year 2000 with LPJ-GUESS BVOC emissions and anthropogenic emissions off 30 

(BE2.AEO.LPJ – BE1.AEO.LPJ) with a global mean warming of +0.015 W m-2.  Similar to Figure 31 

11e, the AIE cooling effect over oceanic regions is balanced by the warming effect in the same 32 

regions due to the increases in DRE.  Therefore, the warming effect from the DRE dominates 33 

the total radiative effect.  The additional significance of Figure 11 is that it shows the forcing 34 
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 31 

error resulting from holding biological emissions fixed when calculating anthropogenic radiative 1 

forcings from pre-industrial to present day.  Thus, the error in the anthropogenic forcing maybe 2 

on the order of 0.5 W m-2 over various regions if these changes in biogenic emissions are not 3 

included. 4 

We also explored the aerosol radiative effect under the assumption of upper bound SOA 5 

yields. With this upper bound yield changing MEGAN BVOC emissions from year 1000 to year 6 

2000 with present-day anthropogenic emissions (2005) (BE2.AE2.up – BE1.AE2.up) resulted in 7 

a global mean DRE of +0.163 W m-2 (a factor 3.2 greater than under standard SOA yields) and 8 

the global mean cloud-albedo AIE to -0.056 W m-2 (factor 1.6 greater than standard SOA yield). 9 

The radiative effect due to changing BVOC emissions is therefore sensitive to assumptions 10 

about SOA yield.    11 

 12 

4.4   Discussion of model limitations 13 

There are certain limitations associated with our assumptions and model setup used in this 14 

study. Organic emissions do not participate in the nucleation process within GEOS-Chem-15 

TOMAS, however the inclusion of oxidized organic vapors may increase the sensitivity of 16 

particle number concentrations to changes in BVOC emissions, particularly in monoterpene-17 

emitting regions known to produce extremely low volatile organic compounds (Riccobono et al., 18 

2014, Scott et al., 2014).  This inclusion of organic vapors in the nucleation process would also 19 

increase the pre-industrial (year 1000) baseline number concentrations (Scott et al., 2014).  The 20 

SOA yields in GEOS-Chem-TOMAS are fixed; however, these yields may change with total 21 

organic mass, NOx concentrations, and changes in atmospheric oxidants.  The change in SOA 22 

formation has no influence on the oxidation fields in GEOS-Chem-TOMAS and therefore there 23 

may be missing feedback mechanisms on key atmospheric oxidants as BVOCs are removed 24 

from the model system without changing model OH concentrations.  This model also ignores 25 

OH recycling mechanisms that may accompany changes in isoprene oxidation, which may 26 

impact oxidation rates and SOA yields.  SOA formation by NO3 is not included in this model - 27 

while this is likely minor for much of the globe, we may be underestimating SOA formed in areas 28 

influenced by monoterpenes and NOx. Also, the inclusion of an additional 100 Tg yr-1 of 29 

anthropogenically enhanced SOA is relevant for present day conditions; however, it’s likely not 30 

representative of the pre-industrial atmosphere.  This change in anthropogenically enhanced 31 

SOA will cause additional uncertainties in our predictions, by changing the organic aerosol 32 

mass, which affect SOA growth rates and yields.  The BVOC reconstructions also inherently 33 

have uncertainties associated with them. The response of plant emissions to environmental 34 
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changes including CO2 and temperature is contentious, particularly with respect to monoterpene 1 

and sesquiterpene emission. Plant BVOC emissions respond differently to CO2 exposure in the 2 

short-term versus CO2 exposure in the long-term. (i.e. BVOC emissions of plants exposed to 3 

elevated CO2 for minutes or hours are different from BVOC emissions plants exposed to 4 

elevated CO2 from seed germination) (Heald et al., 2009).  Perhaps more important for this 5 

study, the temperature dependence of BVOC emissions included in the emission models are 6 

typically based on short-term leaf-level exposure, and ignore the potential for plants to adapt to 7 

increasing temperature.  Both MEGAN and LPJ-GUESS have been separately evaluated 8 

against observations (Arneth et al., 2007; Schurgers et al., 2009; Guenther et al., 2006) and 9 

compared to each other (Arneth et al., 2011; Guenther et al., 2012), however without long-term 10 

measurements of BVOC fluxes there may be bias in the reconstructions towards the available 11 

short-term measurements used to develop the reconstructions.  Experimental limitations in 12 

emission factors for the various plant functional types used to create the reconstruction also 13 

lead to uncertainties in the BVOC reconstructions.  Finally, there is no way to directly test the 14 

emissions for the historic simulations.  We expect the general spatial patterns to be robust, not 15 

necessarily the magnitudes. 16 

 17 

5  Conclusions 18 

In this study, we investigated the impact of millennial changes in biogenic volatile organic 19 

compound (BVOC) emissions on secondary organic aerosol (SOA) formation, global aerosol 20 

size distributions and calculated the associated aerosol radiative forcing.  We used the global 21 

aerosol microphysics model GEOS-Chem-TOMAS to connect the historical changes in BVOC 22 

emissions to particle size distributions and the number concentration of cloud condensation 23 

nuclei (CCN).  24 

This study built off recent work by Acosta Navarro et al. (2014) who determined how 25 

BVOC emissions have changed in the past millennium due to changes in land use, temperature, 26 

and carbon dioxide (CO2) concentrations.  They used two model reconstructions including three 27 

dominant classes of BVOC emissions (isoprene, monoterpenes, and sesquiterpenes) to 28 

simulate decadal-averaged monthly mean emissions over the time period 1000-2000.  Their 29 

emissions reconstructions predicted that isoprene emissions decreased over the past 30 

millennium (due mainly to anthropogenic land-use changes), whereas monoterpene and 31 

sesquiterpene emissions increased (due predominantly to temperature increases).  In our work, 32 

we included these millennial emissions into the GEOS-Chem-TOMAS chemical-transport model 33 

with online aerosol microphysics for SOA production only (no influence on the oxidant fields).  34 
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We assumed that isoprene, monoterpenes, and sesquiterpenes form SOA in GEOS-Chem-1 

TOMAS via fixed yields of 3%, 10%, and 20% respectively. 2 

         When anthropogenic emissions (eg. SO2, NOx, primary aerosols) were turned off to 3 

represent pre-industrial conditions and emissions of isoprene, monoterpenes, and 4 

sesquiterpenes changed from year 1000 values (“pre-industrial”) to year 2000 values (“present 5 

day”) using both BVOC reconstructions, N80 (the number of particles with diameter greater than 6 

80 nm, our proxy for CCN in this study) had decreases of greater than 25% in year 2000 relative 7 

to year 1000 that were predicted in regions with extensive land-use changes such as southern 8 

South America, southern Africa, southeastern North America and southeastern Australia since 9 

year 1000.  This significant change in N80 was predominantly driven by anthropogenic changes 10 

in high BVOC-emitting vegetation to lower emitting crops/grazing land.  Similar sensitivities in 11 

N80 exist when BVOC emissions were changed over the same time period but with 12 

anthropogenic emissions set to present day values.  Including recent work by Spracklen et al. 13 

(2011a) and D’Andrea et al. (2013), the sensitivity to an additional 100 Tg yr-1 of 14 

anthropogenically enhanced SOA was tested, with BVOC emissions changed from year 1000 to 15 

year 2000 values, resulting in globally averaged decreases in N80 of 0.3%.  However, similar to 16 

the previous simulations, there are regional decreases exceeding 25%.  The sensitivity to SOA 17 

yields was also investigated by comparing simulations for year 1000 and 2000 BVOC emissions 18 

(with anthropogenic emissions both on and off) by increasing the yields from the base case 3%, 19 

10%, and 20% for isoprene, monoterpenes, and sesquiterpenes respectively, to 10%, 20%, and 20 

40% respectively.  This significant increase (at least a doubling) in SOA formation resulted in a 21 

nonlinear increase in the magnitude of the changes in particle number concentrations of all 22 

sizes (doubling yields did not double changes in particle number concentrations); however, 23 

confirmed the same trend by globally decreasing N80.  There are uncertainties in assuming 24 

fixed SOA yields however, as SOA yields are dependent on conditions such as aerosol loading 25 

and NOx concentrations, and therefore might not be fixed with time. 26 

         The aerosol radiative effects associated with this millennial change in BVOC emissions 27 

were also investigated.  Globally, with anthropogenic emissions off and changing BVOC 28 

emissions from year 1000 to 2000, there is an annual mean +0.065 W m-2 warming due to the 29 

aerosol direct effect (decrease in scattering of incoming solar radiation from decreased number 30 

concentrations of N80).  However, there are regions such as southeastern South America, 31 

southern Africa, and Australia where the warming effect due to the DRE exceeds +0.50 W m-2.  32 

The cloud albedo (first) aerosol indirect effect was also calculated for the same simulations 33 

indicating a global annual mean cloud-albedo AIE of -0.020 W m-2, with most cooling effect 34 
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occurring over oceanic regions (with high sensitivities and susceptibilities to changes in cloud 1 

properties) due to a small increase in N80 downwind of regions decreased BVOC emissions. 2 

There are substantial uncertainties in emissions of BVOC and SOA yield.  Additionally, 3 

the magnitude of the forcing of the biogenic changes differs whether anthropogenic emissions 4 

are on or off.  When we account for these uncertainties the net global mean DRE due to 5 

millennial change in BVOC emissions is estimated to be between +0.022 and +0.163 W m-2 and 6 

the net global mean cloud-albedo AIE is estimated to be between -0.008 and -0.056 W m-2.  Our 7 

calculated range in direct effect brackets the +0.09 W m-2 global mean DRE recently estimated 8 

by Unger (2014), where biogenic emissions changed only due to year 1850 to 2000 9 

anthropogenic land-use change.  Overall, we find that millennial changes in BVOC emissions 10 

warm the climate, with the combined radiative effect (DRE plus cloud-albedo AIE) estimated to 11 

be between +0.015 and +0.118 W m-2.  We therefore find that anthropogenic land-use change, 12 

which dominates our calculated changes to BVOC emissions, warms climate through reducing 13 

the SOA burden.  Reductions in BVOC emissions also impact other short-lived climate forcers 14 

(SLCF) including O3, OH, and CH4 (Unger, 2014). However, the large uncertainty in the aerosol 15 

radiative effect precludes an accurate assessment of the net impact of land-use change on 16 

climate through SLCFs. Improved understanding of the atmospheric impacts of BVOCs is 17 

required before the net impact of land-use change on climate through SLCFs can be accurately 18 

determined.  Research priorities include improved understanding of BVOC oxidation 19 

mechanisms, SOA yields including interactions with anthropogenic emissions and the role of 20 

BVOC oxidation products in particle formation.   21 

The changes in CCN due to millennial changes in BVOC emissions are predicted to be 22 

non-trivial in many regions, however other uncertainties influencing CCN number concentrations 23 

must also be considered (Lee et al., 2013), such as nucleation mechanisms (Pierce and Adams, 24 

2009c; Reddington et al., 2011; Spracklen et al., 2008; Wang and Penner, 2009), amount and 25 

volatility of SOA (Spracklen et al., 2011a; Riipinen et al., 2011; D’Andrea et al., 2013), amount 26 

and size of primary emissions (Adams and Seinfeld, 2003; Pierce and Adams, 2006, 2007, 27 

2009c; Reddington et al., 2011; Spracklen et al., 2011a), and wet deposition (Croft et al., 2012).   28 

While present-day emissions of anthropogenic aerosols are a significant contributor to 29 

climate change, this study has shown the importance of anthropogenically driven changes in 30 

BVOC emissions over the past millennium on SOA formation, CCN number concentrations, and 31 

radiative forcing.  The large decrease in CCN due to land-use changes over the past millennium 32 

appears to be a largely overlooked and important anthropogenic aerosol effect on regional 33 

climates.   Finally, these results show that present-day BVOC emissions should not be used in 34 
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pre-industrial aerosol simulations as they may cause errors in the reference state of the 1 

atmosphere when calculating the radiative forcing due to anthropogenic activities. 2 

 3 
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Table 1. Summary of the GEOS-Chem-TOMAS simulations performed in this study.  Biogenic 1 
emissions for year 1000 and 2000 using MEGAN are decadal-averaged emissions for 1000-2 
1010 and 1980-1990 respectively, whereas LPJ-GUESS biogenic emissions are annual-3 
averaged for the years 1000 and 2000.  Standard SOA yields are 3%, 10% and 20% for 4 
isoprene, monoterpenes and sesquiterpenes respectively, and upper bound SOA yields are 5 
10%, 20% and 40% for isoprene, monoterpenes and sesquiterpenes respectively.  In the 6 
simulation naming scheme, “BE” refers to biogenic emissions, “1” refers to year 1000, “2” refers 7 
to year 2000, “O” refers to off, “meg” refers to MEGAN BVOC emissions, “LPJ” refers to LPJ-8 
GUESS BVOC emissions, “up” refers to upper bound SOA yields, and “XSOA” refers to the 9 
inclusion of the additional 100 Tg (SOA) yr-1. 10 
 11 
Simulation name Biogenic 

emissions 
Anthropogenic 

emissions 
MEGAN 
(Acosta 
Navarro 

et al., 
2014) 

LPJ- 
GUESS 
(Acosta 
Navarro 

et al., 
2014) 

Standard 
SOA yield 

Upper 
bound 

SOA yield 

Additional 
100 Tg 

(SOA) yr-1 
(D’Andrea 

et al., 
2013) 

Total 
biogenic 

SOA 
formation 

rates 
(Tg yr-1) 

BE1.AE2.meg 1000 YES YES NO YES NO NO 35.96 

BE1.AEO.meg 1000 NO YES NO YES NO NO 35.96 

BE2.AE2.meg 2000 YES YES NO YES NO NO 41.44 

BE2.AEO.meg 2000 NO YES NO YES NO NO 41.44 

BE1.AEO.LPJ 1000 NO NO YES YES NO NO 13.63 

BE2.AEO.LPJ 2000 NO NO YES YES NO NO 16.81 

BE1.AE2.up 1000 YES YES NO NO YES NO 100.30 

BE1.AEO.up 1000 NO YES NO NO YES NO 100.30 

BE2.AE2.up 2000 YES YES NO NO YES NO 118.92 

BE2.AEO.up 2000 NO YES NO NO YES NO 118.92 

BE1.XSOA 1000 YES YES NO YES NO YES 135.96 

BE2.XSOA 2000 YES YES NO YES NO YES 141.44 

12 
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Table 2. Summary of global, annual mean percent changes in N3, N10, N40 and N80 (number 1 
of particles with diameter greater than 3 nm, 10 nm, 40 nm and 80 nm respectively) when 2 
changing BVOC emissions from year 1000 to year 2000 using the MEGAN and LPJ-GUESS 3 
reconstructions.  The values in brackets are the global maximum and minimum percent changes 4 
respectively. 5 
 6 

   MEGAN   LPJ-GUESS 

  BE2.AEO – 
BE1.AEO 

BE2.AE2 – 
BE1.AE2 

BE2.AEO.up – 
BE1.AEO.up 

BE2.AE2.up – 
BE1.AE2.up 

BE2.XSOA – 
BE1.XSOA 

BE2.AEO.LPJ – 
BE1.AEO.LPJ 

N3 3.2% 
(40%, -10%) 

2.3% 
(49%, -21%) 

4.6% 
(53%, -10%) 

3.6% 
(59%, -27%) 

1.9% 
(26%, -3%) 

5.9% 
(63%, -17%) 

N10 1.9 % 
(38%, -25%) 

1.5% 
(29%, -13%) 

2.6% 
(40%, -29%) 

2.6% 
(34%, -18%) 

1.2% 
(17%, -2%) 

3.5% 
(36%, -13%) 

N40 0.4 % 
(28%, -23%) 

-0.6% 
(18%, -42%) 

1.1% 
(45%, -44%) 

-0.0% 
(20%, -41%) 

0.3% 
(8%, -14%) 

-0.1% 
(24%, -28%) 

N80 -0.6% 
(20%, -28%) 

-1.3% 
(21%, -43%) 

0.0% 
(33%, -24%) 

-1.2% 
(25%, -40%) 

-0.3% 
(5%, -21%) 

-1.8% 
(34%, -36%) 

7 
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Table 3. Summary of global, annual mean changes in aerosol direct radiative effect (DRE), first 1 
aerosol indirect effect (AIE), and combined radiative effect in W m-2 when changing BVOC 2 
emissions from year 1000 to year 2000 using the MEGAN and LPJ-GUESS reconstructions.  3 
The values in brackets are the global maximum and minimum changes respectively.  *Cloud 4 
drop number concentrations were calculated using a globally uniform updraft velocity of 0.2 m s-5 
1. 6 
 7 

   MEGAN   LPJ-GUESS 

  BE2.AEO – 
BE1.AEO 

BE2.AE2 – 
BE1.AE2 

BE2.AEO.up – 
BE1.AEO.up 

BE2.AE2.up – 
BE1.AE2.up 

BE2.XSOA – 
BE1.XSOA 

BE2.AEO.LPJ – 
BE1.AEO.LPJ 

DRE 
[W m-2] 

+0.065 
(-0.305, +1.008) 

+0.050 
(-0.394, +1.005) 

+0.129 
(-0.521, +1.806) 

+0.163 
(-0.934, +2.020) 

+0.052 
(-0.377, +0.985) 

+0.022 
(-0.059, +0.381) 

AIE* 
[W m-2] 

-0.020 
(-0.175, +0.201) 

-0.035 
(-0.262, +0.406) 

-0.035 
(-0.291, +0.212) 

-0.056 
(-0.369, +0.154) 

-0.025 
(-0.288, +0.108) 

-0.008 
(-0.156, +0.285) 

Combined 
Radiative 

Effect* 
[W m-2] 

+0.049 
(-0.316, +1.019) 

+0.022 
(-0.394, +1.005) 

+0.101 
(-0.547, +1.808) 

+0.118 
(-0.930, +1.970) 

+0.032 
(-0.382, +0.973) 

+0.015 
(-0.122, +0.436) 

8 
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 1 
Figure 1. Absolute change in (a) isoprene, (c) monoterpene, and (e) sesquiterpene emissions 2 
between the years 1000-1010 and 1980-1990 in mg m-2 day-1 from the MEGAN terpenoid 3 
reconstruction and absolute change in (b) isoprene, and (d) monoterpene emissions between 4 
the years 1000 and 2000 in mg m-2 day-1 from the LPJ-GUESS terpenoid reconstruction (Acosta 5 
Navarro et al., 2014).  Note the change of scale between panels.  An increase in emissions is 6 
represented by red colors, and a decrease in isoprene emissions by blue.7 
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 1 
Figure 2. Mean millennial fixed yield biogenic SOA formation from (a) MEGAN emissions and 2 
(b) LPJ-GUESS emissions between the periods 1000-2000 in mg m-2 day-1.  Absolute change in 3 
fixed yield biogenic SOA formation from averaged (c) MEGAN BVOC emissions (monoterpenes, 4 
isoprene and sesquiterpenes) and (d) LPJ-GUESS BVOC emissions (monoterpenes and 5 
isoprene) between 1000 and 2000 in mg m-2 day-1.  Relative change in fixed yield biogenic SOA 6 
formation from averaged (e) MEGAN BVOC emissions (monoterpenes, isoprene and 7 
sesquiterpenes) and (f) LPJ-GUESS BVOC emissions (monoterpenes and isoprene) between 8 
1000 and 2000.  An increase in SOA formation in (c), (d), (e) and (f) is represented by red 9 
colors, and a decrease in SOA formation by blue.10 
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 1 
Figure 3. Percent contribution to SOA formation by (a) isoprene, (b) monoterpene and (c) 2 
sesquiterpene emissions from the MEGAN reconstruction, averaged over the years 1000-2000.  3 
The area enclosed by the red contour represents greater than 5% of the maximum mean 4 
millennial SOA formation from emissions of BVOCs (isoprene + monoterpenes + 5 
sesquiterpenes).6 
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Figure 4. Percentage change in annually averaged boundary layer (a) N3, (b) N10, (c) N40 and 2 
(d) N80 (number of particles with diameter greater than 3 nm, 10 nm, 40 nm and 80 nm 3 
respectively) when changing MEGAN BVOC emissions from year 1000 to year 2000 with 4 
constant present day anthropogenic emissions (2005) (BE2.AE2.meg – BE1.AE2.meg).  5 
Globally averaged, N3 and N10 increased by 2.3% and 1.5% respectively, whereas N40 and 6 
N80 decreased by 0.6% and 1.3% respectively (see Table 2).  An increase in particle number 7 
concentration is represented by red colors, and a decrease in blue.8 
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Figure 5. Zonal-mean annual-average percentage change in (a) N3, (b) N10, (c) N40 and (d) 2 
N80 when changing MEGAN BVOC emissions from year 1000 to year 2000 with constant 3 
present day anthropogenic emissions (2005) (BE2.AE2.meg – BE1.AE2.meg).  An increase in 4 
particle number concentration is represented by red colors, and a decrease in blue.5 
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Figure 6. Percentage change in annually averaged boundary layer (a) N3, (b) N10, (c) N40 and 2 
(d) N80 when changing MEGAN BVOC emissions from year 1000 to year 2000 with 3 
anthropogenic emissions off (BE2.AEO.meg – BE1.AEO.meg).  Globally averaged, N3, N10 4 
and N40 increased by 3.2%, 1.9% and 0.4% respectively, whereas N80 decreased by 0.6% 5 
(see Table 2).  An increase in particle number concentration is represented by red colors, and a 6 
decrease in blue.7 
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Figure 7. Simulated global boundary layer annual-mean particle number size distributions for 2 
the simulations outlined in Table 1. The vertical dotted lines represent the mean diameter for the 3 
simulations using year 2000 biogenic emissions (BE2.AE2.meg, BE2.AEO.meg, BE2.AE2.up, 4 
BE2.AEO.up, BE2.XSOA and BE2.AEO.LPJ).5 
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Figure 8. Percentage change in annually averaged boundary layer (a) N3, (b) N10, (c) N40 and 2 
(d) N80 when changing MEGAN BVOC emissions from year 1000 to year 2000 with constant 3 
present day anthropogenic emissions (2005) including an additional 100 Tg (SOA) yr-1 as per 4 
D’Andrea et al. (2013) (BE2.XSOA  – BE1.XSOA).  Globally averaged, N3, N10 and N40 5 
increased by 1.9%, 1.2% and 0.3% respectively, whereas N80 decreased by 0.3% (see Table 6 
2).  An increase in particle number concentration is represented by red colors, and a decrease 7 
in blue.8 
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Figure 9. Percentage change in annually averaged boundary layer (a) N3, (b) N10, (c) N40 and 2 
(d) N80 when changing LPJ-GUESS BVOC emissions from year 1000 to year 2000 with 3 
anthropogenic emissions off (BE2.AEO.LPJ – BE1.AEO.LPJ).  Globally averaged, N3 and N10 4 
increased by 5.9% and 3.5% respectively, whereas N40 and N80 decreased by 0.1% and 1.8% 5 
respectively (see Table 2).  An increase in particle number concentration is represented by red 6 
colors, and a decrease in blue.7 
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Figure 10. Global percent changes in N3, N10, N40 and N80 for biogenic emissions from 1000 2 
to 2000 on a logarithmic scale for the simulations (a) BE2.AEO.meg – BE1.AEO.meg, (b) 3 
BE2.AE2.meg – BE1.AE2.meg, (c) BE2.AEO.up – BE1.AEO.up, (d) BE2.AE2.up – BE1.AE2.up, 4 
(e) BE2.XSOA – BE1.XSOA, and (f) BE2.AEO.LPJ – BE1.AEO.LPJ.  The black dots indicate 5 
the global mean, the red line is the global median, the grey boxes are the interquartile range, 6 
the whiskers are the global maximum and minimum changes and the red X’s indicate the 5th 7 
and 95th percentiles (see Table 2).8 
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Figure 11.  Annual mean change between year 1000 and year 2000 in (a) DRE with MEGAN 2 
BVOC emissions and anthropogenic emissions off (BE2.AEO.meg – BE1.AEO.meg), (b) DRE 3 
with LPJ-GUESS BVOC emissions and anthropogenic emissions off (BE2.AEO.LPJ – 4 
BE1.AEO.LPJ), (c) AIE with MEGAN BVOC emissions and anthropogenic emissions off, (d) AIE 5 
with LPJ-GUESS BVOC emissions and anthropogenic emissions off, (e) combined radiative 6 
effect with MEGAN BVOC emissions and anthropogenic emissions off, and (f) combined 7 
radiative effect with LPJ-GUESS BVOC emissions and anthropogenic emissions off.  Global 8 
mean changes are +0.065 W m-2, +0.022 W m-2, -0.020 W m-2, -0.008 W m-2, +0.049 W m-2, and 9 
+0.015 W m-2 respectively (see Table 3). 10 


